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ABSTRACT

The basic focus of this thesis is the movement back to the city and

the reìationship this movement has to the rise of a new class in the

inner city. The main argument is that where there is a fulìy deveìoped

new middle class in the inner city a distinct material culture appears,

one which entails the revitalization of the built environment. The

argument is not reductionist, however, as the new middle class is a

complex entity comprised of three distinct levels.

Inner city renewal in Canada is therefore affected by the way the

new middle class develops at the economic, ideologica'l-social and political

levels. Consequently variations at any one level will alter the way the

new middle class is constituted and, in turn, affect the agenda for urban

renewal in the inner city.

Nevertheless, in spite of all the possible variatjons there are

some coherent features of the new middle class which make them easily

identifiable. Unlike most other classes these characteristics are not

situated in the economic sphere, rather, they are'located in social-

ideoìogical domain. Basically, there are three characteristics which

define the new middle class. Although rooted in the economic sphere these

characteristics are defined in the sphere of consumption. Thus profes-

sionals who identify with the city, who engage in conspicuous consumption

and who are non-family oriented constitute the core of the new middle

class. These characteristics define the interests of this class and so

constitute a new agenda for city polìtics in the Canadian city.
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For planners and the profession of city plann'ing as a whole this

presents a number of probìems. Because planners and the new middle

class have a conînon interest in the renewal of the inner city and have

similar class backgrounds, they are natural allies. Th'is brings to the

surface the question of social justice and the issue of impartiality.

Can p'lanners distance themselves from the seductive call of the new

urbanism and institute urban renewal which serve a broader class spectrum?

Case studies of Toronto and Vancouver do not provide much hope for this.

In Winnipeg, by contrast, the potent'ial for broader based renewal schemes

was deemed greater, although, up to this point, largely unrealjzed.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

To go up to the PaLace,
That tadÍates tl:e brÍL7iance of the sun 7íneage,
f parted from the åands of mg mother
Who cared for me tenderlg
And, ctossÍng mang a mountaìn range,
f joutneged thtough the ínnetmosÈ recesses
Of dÍstant Tands
Alwags talkìng about wondering
When shall f see the cÍtg?

MAN YASHU A.D. 73I

Forward

In the mid-nineteen seventies I began to notice that, from out of

the marginal Bohemian shops and cafes located in the inner city, a new

consumer culture was developing. The students who frequented these

places began to leave the universities for the profess'ions; they did not

abandon the city for the suburb as past generations had done. Nor did

they seem particuìarìy interested in'immediate'ly starting new families.

Rather, as theìr incomes rose, their support of the bohemian consumer

culture increased. l,{ith their djscretionary income, these professionals

succeeded in transforming this marg'ina'l consumer culture into a commer-

cialised forum for conspicuous consumption.

Conspìcuous consumption refers to consumption camied out for the

purpose of status enhancement rather than the satjsfaction of basic

biological and social needs and this was the type of consumption which

was beginning to flourish in the inner city. The concept of conspicuous
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consumption was popularjzed at the turn of the century by Thorstein

Veblen who, in his theory of the leisure classl, documented a new type

of consumption which was emerging with a new class of parvenu capitalists.

I was struck by the fact that this concept had been ignored by researchers

in urban studies who, one thinks, would have been eager to apply this

concept to the priviìeged neighbourhoods which were emerging'in former'ly

declining areas of the jnner city. To me these ne'ighbourhoods were per-

fect examples of status commodities. However, this was conspicuous

consumption on a much larger scale than anything Veblen had contemplated.

What was being marketed here was urban territory, not just suburban

villas. The clients were different as well. This meant that the move-

ment back to the city involved more than a change in fashion. It
s'ignaìled a new urban settlement pattern which expressed the coming of an

age of a new class.

I realised the decision to remain in the city involved more than an

understandÍng of conspicuous consumption. As I mentioned before, other

forces were at work at well. For instance, the economic standing of

peopìe, or class, and the evolution of a non-famiìy oriented culture

seemed to be central features of thìs new urban consumer culture. There-

fore class, family status and consumption seemed to be tied together in

the new urban culture. Together they fonmed a nexus in the city which

can be defined as the new urbanism. Briefly stated the new urbanjsm can

be defined as the emergence in the inner cityasa non-family based new

middle class centred around conspicuous consumption.

This new middle class differed signìficantly from the traditional

middle class in Canada. Traditionally Canada's middle classes were
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family oriented and preferred to live in suburbs. By contrast, the new

míddle class were oriented away from the fami'ly, preferring the cjty to the

suburbs. Therefore, 'in terms of the space inhabited and socialization

the new middle class (nmc) radical'ly dìffered from the traditional mjddle

class 'in Canada. Leisure rather than work, consp'icuous consumption and

self exp'loration rather than rearing a family became more important.

This social and spat'ia'l realignment of class val.ues formed the basis of

a new ideology of the c'ity wh'ich city planners became advocates for.2

In thjs way the new urbanism became a movement for the transformation of

the city, one which transformed the popuìation and culture of the inner

city as'it changed the built environment. Out of this transformation of

the city emerged a new social class in the inner city.

I hope to show how the creation of a new middle class and their

reorientation to the city a'ltered the social and built environment of the

inner city. In the early seventies, when this process became evident in

the Canadian city current wisdom did not then assocjate the renovation of

buildings, the rise of an arts infrastructure, the profusion of upscale

restaurants, art ga'lleries and the flowering of street life, with the

emergence of a new middle class. Popu'lar interpretations of the movement

back to the city were accepted. I took at face value the account gìven

to me by magazines and newspapers which made this movement appear as a

mass movement (i.e. involving a1l classes) when in fact it is a movement

by an elite minority. At the same time I also accepted the claim that

this urban renaissance was an unmitìgated benefit to everyone in the city.

After a while I began to doubt the validity of these clajms.

Obviously not everyone benefitted equally. Experience showed that the
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movement back to the city appealed disproportionately to one group of

people. Experience also showed that others were being disadvantaged by

the influx of professionals. This prompted me to look at other ways of

conceptua'lizing what was happening. The new urbanism was not a straight

forward process. Consequent'ly descriptive accounts provided by popular

magazines and newspapers were found deficient. To understand the contra-

dictions and conflicts generated by the new urbanism an analytical base

was needed. Since I was aware that the new urbanism involved a new class

of peopìe an analytical base employing a conceptualization of class seemed

like a natural beginning. Using class as an analyt'ical base was also

useful in articulating the ambivalence I felt towards the resettlement of

the i nner ci ty. Because , i nsp'i te of reservati ons about th'is phenomenon ,

there was also a feeling of exc'itement. The possibility of establishing

a distinct alternative urban culture seemed to be a goal worth fighting

for. Likewise the idea of creating an aesthetically more pleasing city

seemed to be a worthy aspiration. I felt a class ana'lysis might aid me

in determining whether these positive features,might aid me in determining

whether these pos'itive features of the new urbanism could transcend the
\

narrow class base which supported.these positive tendencies.

Furthermore, as a c'ity planner and a marginal member of the new

middle class, I felt a class analysis might increase the awareness of

planners, making them conscious of the self jnterested nature of their

part'ici pat'ion i n thi s phenomenon. Si nce ci ty pl anners be'long to the new

mìddle class their role in propagat'ing the new urbanism is not neutral .
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The Probl em

As the forward suggests, observations whjch set off this investj-

gation were the changes I became aware of in the built environment of'the

inner city. These observatjons generated a number of questions whjch I

sought answers to. For instance, exactly who was responsible for this

reinvestment in the inner city, and what impact did this investment have

on the social and poìitical makeup of the city? A brief exam'ination of

the literature revealed that these questions had not been answered satis-

factorily, that the movement back to the city was not well understood.

The problem then was to develop a more complete account of the movement

back to the city. In addition I hoped to show how support of the c'ity

p'lanners for the new urbanjsm can be understood in class terms. Thus, as

the forward indicated, the aim is to develop a more encompassing analytical

base for the understanding of the new urbanism by centring it around the

concept of the new middle class.

Hypothesi s

The major hypothes'is is that the new middle class is the active

element in the resettlement of the inner city, that the new urbanjsm is

the social and political expression of this resettlement. Consequently

the physical, social and po'litjcal changes that have occurred in the

inner city revolve around the way the new middle class evolved in each

city. Hence, there is a direct relation between the evolution of the new

middle class and the revitalisation of the inner city.

Definition and.Justification of a Class Analysis

In 1ay terms the new middle class refers to those people who have a

university education and are employed in the professions. Such professjons
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would include the obvious; doctors, lawyers and engineers, (for instance)

but also embraces professionalism in general, including people 'in nursing,

accounting or p'lanning fields. At its greatest extent these peop'le number

only ì5 to 20 percent3 of the labour force. So'in no way can the movement

back to the city by this class be construed as a mass phenomenon.

A. A Theory of Class

In theoretical terms the definition of the new middle class rests

upon a Marxian conception of class. A Marxist definition of class is

fundamentaììy determined by re'lations that take place in the work place,

or the sphere of production. Unless this premise is accepted, the

theoretical basìs of the new middle class makes no sense. It would simpìy

be another descriptive term with no analytical power. l,lhile the term

might help us describe the relationship the new middle class has to the

inner city, it would not explain this relationship. In a Marxian paradigm

the new middle class would be considered an intermediate class. It lies

between capita'l and the working c'lass. As mentioned before, al I three

classes are defined by relations entered into in the workp'lace. These

are the rel ati ons whi ch structure cl ass. l,Ji thi n the workpl ace two rel a-

tions determine the relative standing of each class. The first relation

deals with ownership of the means of production and so, as a result, the

appropriation of surplus value extracted from the work process. The

second relationship is concerned with relations of domination and sub-

ordination within the workplace, that is the autonomy each class has with

regard to the way it works, the degree of independence each has. Together

these two relations determine or structure the three classes under con-

sideration in this analysis.
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Looking at these two relations it soon becomes apparent that capital

is the most powerfuì class. It owns the means of production and has the

greatest abi'lity to extract surp'lus value. The middle class is an inter-

mediate class. Ì,Jhile this class usually owns the means of production

(i.e. owns the equipment and land it needs - as a farmer forinstance) it
is dependent on capital for financing and markets. Because of this the

middle classes tend to have less control over the production of any sur-

pìus produced. They do have more control over the work processes than

the working class, however. They also have the power to extract more

surp'lus value. Again although they have more consumer power than the

worki ng cì ass i t does not equa'l capi taì ' s.

Later, beginning in chapter two, it will be poss'ible to show how

this structuring of class affects the ability of each class to lay claim

to space in the inner city. Since the economic power of each class in

the work sphere is usually equalled in the sphere of consumption when it
comes to bidding for land uses in the city the balance of power is

a'l ready 'largely predetermi ned.

Thus, when the city is examined and the new urbanism analyzed the

importance of these structural features of class become obvious. Since

the major hypothesis is that the new middle elass is the aetive element

in the new urbanism an important contradiction immediately appears. If
capìtaì is the most powerful class how can the new middle class compete

with it for space in the inner city? Clearly, in the economic sphere

the middle class is subordinate to cap'ita'l . The answer to this contra-

diction lies outside the sphere of economics. The political and

ideologìcaì levels must be approached if this question is to be
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unravelled. Economic po!,Jer can be circumnavigated when economic con-

siderations are made subordinate to political considerations. Since

potìticaì power is expressed through the mechanism of,the State, if
control of the state is obtained by an economica'l'ly subordinate class it
has the ability to modify the economy in its own interests. Chapter four

will concern itself with this issue. Here it will be shown how the battle

for space in the inner city between capita'l and the new middle class has

been displaced from the economic sphere to the po'litica'l one, where the

middle class has had a better chance of subordinating capital through

control of city councils and the planning apparatus.

ti/" Consequently control of the inner city revolves around po'litical

power as much as it does economic control. This adds a comp'lication, of

course, since one must then examine what are the sources of political

power and how it is mobilized. The mobilization of power is speciaì'ly

significant since it involves looking at the role ideology plays in pro-

ducing class solidarity which is needed for the mobilization of power,

particularly in democracies.

The issue of mobilizing poìitica'l power also allows for the con-

sideration of an urban underclass in the analysis of the new middle class.

Although the urban underclass is a marginaì class, both in terms of the

economic and po'litical power it can muster, in certain instances, where

the new middle class and capital have a weak presence in the inner city

the urban underclass can pìay a decisive role in the struggìe for space.

Disenfranchised from full and equal participation ín the work sphere

this class has often been called the reserve army of capita'l. Although

it does not particìpate directly in the labour process it nevertheless
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plays a significant role. Basically this class acts as a control on

classes subordinate to capitaì, especially the working cìass. In this

regard the urban underclass can,be seen to have a negative power base.

With regard to the city, this negative power base is reflected in the

effect it has on urban property values and investment opportunities by

other classes in the inner city. l,lhen the balance of power in the inner

city for capital, the new middle class, the working c'lass and the urban

underclass are examined in Toronto, Vancouver and hlinnipeg this will

become more apparent.

B. The History of the New Mjddle Class

Explaining whatthe'middle class is involves the theoretical concep-

tualization made above. There the concept of the middle class was shown

to be rooted in a bi-poìar scheme of classes, with the middle classes

mediating the relationship between capital and labour. Explaining what

the new middle class is, however, and its relation to the concept of a

middle class involves an historical rather than a theoretical explanation.

I The new middle class emerged as a middle class fraction within a new

division of labour which first arose between the first and second world

wars. During this time the modern welfare state arose and corporate

cap'ita'l beeame domjnant. The new middle elass emerged at this time to

serve both capital and the welfare state. Because of the great depression

during the 1930's, the development-ofthe new mjddle class was arrested.

Not until the end of the second world war did the new div'ision of labour

become firmly established. As it became prevalent during the 1950's

peopìe began to talk about post-industrial society, a synonym for th'is

new divison of labour. People called this new divison of labour the Post-
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Industrial Society because white collar jobs were increasjngìy replacing

blue collar iobs associated with industrial society. Because the new

middle class depended upon the creation of vast amounts of surpìus wealth

it wasn't until this time that the economy developed sufficient'ly to

support the mul ti p'lyi ng number of professions.

The new middle class was structurally different from the traditional
middle class. Unlike the latter which produced and distributed goods,

the new middìe class provided services instead. llhiIe the traditional
middle class had its roots in pre-capitalist economic formatjons, the new

middle class was dependent upon a division of labour whoììy determined by

capita'list relations. Rather than belonging to a few broad occupational

categories (i.e. farmer or merchant) the new mjddle class was constituted

by a vast array of competing professions. This fractured the new middle

class in the work sphere much more than it did the traditjonal middle

class. It was difficult to unify fractions of this class around work

issues, as the Canadian farmer had done earlier in the century for instance.

The work place did not unify the new middle class, it moved the competing

fractions which made up this class farther apart. Thus professions owed

more allegiance to the clients they served than others of their class in
di fferent professi ons.

Basically, the new middle class was divided aìong two axes. The

first and most irnportant was that of class. The second and sub-ordinate

axis was determined by the economjc sector the new middle class served:

that is the public or private sector.



In terms of class, the new middle class v'ras divided within according

to whether the profession in question served either capitaì or labour.

Status, self-interest and the class identjfication of the profession were

affected by the class of the clients served. Thus professionals catening

to labour through the welfare state (social workers and teachers for

instance) stressed issues concernjng reproduction and redistribution.

Mirroring the subordinate role labour has to capital, the professions

serving labour genera'lìy had lower status and lower incomes. Professions

servjng capital (such as accountants, engineers or establishment lawyers),

or those a'ligned to capita'l because of their high incomes (such as doctors

or dentists) worked under different assumpt'ions. Their concern was for

the preservatjon of privi'lege, the production of wealth and incentives

for profitable investment.

Whether a professional served in the public or pnivate sphere

modified this basic class division, produc'ing a number of anomalies, but

essentiaìly reinforcing the separat'ion of interests created by class

di vi sions . Agai n professi ons servi ng the state sector v'rere more sympatheti c

to prob'lems of wealth redistrjbution and reproduction, whiìe professions

serving the private sphere concentrated more on profit maximization.

But, if the new middle class was fractured in the work place, this

was not the case in the sphere of consumption. As any recent market

survey w'ill show, if the new middle class was unable to assert'itself as

an'independent force in the sphere of production this certainly was not

the case in the sphere of consumption. l.lhjle relations of production

made independence impossible in the work sphere, as a class the deve'lop-

ment of a new ideology of consumptìon made the new middle class leaders
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of taste and independent agents in the sphere of consumpt'ion. The

development of urban areas with an ideology of conspicuous consumption

created a common ground where the scattered fractions of the new middle

class could unite and generate common interests to mobilize around. l^lith

a comrnon .onrut..S vision of the city, the new middle classes obtained a

means for self-identification which allowed them to form into a distin-

guishable class.

Out of these common values came a new ideology which had special

signìficance for the city and the profession of city planning. This new

urbanism became the means for self-identification, making the control

and manipulation of space a point of class struggle. Similarly, cìty

plann'ing was caught up in this struggle. The class alìegiances of the

professìon were realigned ìn a unique way. For a while city pìann'ing

became one of the few professions which did not primarì'ly serve capitaì

or labour. Rather, in a few key cities, like Toronto and vancouver,

planners became ideoloques for the new middle class. The new vision of

the city they advanced served the class aspirations of the new middle

class. In turn the profession gained from the collusion. It obtained

more control over planning practices, particuìarly in the area of land use

control and design guidelines, where planning intervention was needed to

insure the priv'iìeged spaces of conspicuous consumption for the new middle

class could be reproduced and conserved.

In this way city p'lanners became the gatekeepers to a new form of

urbanity. They became the guard'iar1s of a new consumer culture which

revolved around the creation of þulÞid places for the conspicuous consump-

tion of the new middle class. In ioing so planners became agents of the
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new middle class, often p'laying key roles in class conflicts which later

developed in the city over the control of space.

To reiterate, the c'ity became the vehicle for self-identification

by the new middle class. The consumer culture of the inner city became

the ideoìogical cement of the new middle class and provided an ideologicaì

grounding for its self realisation as an independent class force. 0n this

ground the new middle class developed the capacity to articulate what its

interests were. Here it was able to develop the organizational capacity

to real'ize its own interests. This is why, when one looks at the

evolution of the new urbanism, one is also looking at the emergence of a

new middle class, how it emerged as a latent class force in the 1950's,

and in the late 60's how it became an active and ìndependent force in the

Canadian city.

Since the city was the operational base for the new middle class,

the local state (or municipal government) became the terrain for class

conflicts which arose between it and other classes over the usurption of

space in the inner cìty. At this level of the state the new middle class

was sufficientìy concentrated (in numbers) and well enough organized to

take over the government. Here in the city,in the sphere of consumption,

the new middle class could make itself felt as an independent force. At

other levels of the state this was impossible.

Federal and provincial jurisdictions focussed around mediating the

contradictions arising out of the production process. Against these

large contradictions the concerns of the new middle class were swallowed

up or absorbed. In the larger battle, taking place between labour and
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capital, issues of conspicuous consumption, of concern to the new middle

class, had to take a back seat.

The local state, however, was djfferent. Here relations of consump-

tion figured more prominently, so the new middle class could develop a

unifjed front and not be spìintered by the struggle between capital and

labour. In addition, the scale of the local state was important. As

stated earlier, at its greatest extent the new m'iddle class comprise only

20 percent of the labour force. In electoral tenns, the on'ly possibììity

for contro'lling the other levels of government would be through strategic

alliances. This in turn would involve the subordination of middle class

interests to ìarger ones concerning the relation between capita'l and

labour. But at the level of the city the numbers were there for the new

middle class to take control of the state wjthout making nadical compromises

or subordinating its interests.

For these reasons it is only at the level of the local state in
canada that the new middle class can be examined as an autonomous

po'litica'l force. This iustifies the strong link between class, ideology

and the city that is made in this thesis. l^Ihen this class emerged as a

class force in the late 60's it did so in the city. Furthermore it
accompìished this by employíng a new ideology of the city. Thus the

political economy of the inner city has been permanently altered by the

appearance of the new middle class. The forces that this class set in
motion will affect the inner city well into the future and establish

many ofthe parameters under which planners w.i1l operate
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Literature Review

At present there is no cìearly defined literature which specifica'lìy

deals with the new middle class and the city. Although some writers have

touched upon the subject in their dissertations it has been more of an

aside. Consequent'ly, not only is the literature on this subject recent and

underdeveloped, it is scattered and often referred to onìy indirectìy.

Nevertheless, it is possible to bring together these scattered

materials and organize them into three streams. The three streams are:

the popular stream -- consisting of newspapers and magazine articles; the

liberal-academic stream; and the leftist stream.

The popular stream is the most familiar. By and ìarge it is supportive

of the new urbanism. Generalìy, if there is any class analysis, it.is
superficial and descriptive. Popular literature on the new urbanism can

almost be read as a marketing of the new middle class sensibility in the

inner city. The new urbanism is portrayed as the salvation of the North

American inner c'ity. As a result the lever of critical ana'lysis is

usual ly qui te I ow.

l4uch of the analysis is simplistic. Often the popular literature has

been guilty of raising expectations of the movement back to the city whi'le

omitting important negative externalities and consequences. For instance

the literature has often failed to mention dispìacement and the justice

of using tax dollars and incentives to subsidize the expensive consumer

habits of an already well-off middle class.

Fínal'ly' like most popu'larizations, the literature has g'lamourized

the physica'l transformation wrought in the city whiìe ignoring the very

I
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real but less visible social consequences of this transformation. So

heritage restoration and the rehabilitation of older buildings and

neighbourhoods are publicjzed while displacement is ignored. In local

newspapers and magazines one does not often hear much about the social

closure which results from these ìmprovements, or the fact that the

urbanites who manage to save the inner city from destruction are usually

the only ones able to use the environment which has been conserved.

Consequently thìs indirect fonn of expropriation by the new middle class

is often ignored or overlooked because of the razzfe-dazzle of renewal.

Interestingly enough popular American magazines such as Time (June

23,1973), National Geograph'ic (August,1975), Newsweek (March .l7, 
1973),

Harpers (December,1974), and Business Week (August .l9,197?) 
have found

the Canadian city to be on top in urban revitalization. Unwitting'ly

their adulation of the Canadian inner city has rea'lly been a disguised

acknowledgement of the unique pov'Jer of the new middle class. Nowhere has

this been more apparent than in their coverage of developments in Toronto.

Here pub'l'icìty has made Canadian arch'itects and city planners the world

leaders of the new urban ìdeology.

An article in Time Magazine (June 23,.l973) stated:

Toronto has become a magnet for another reason, an increasing
number of city planners, architects and journalists are
makjng pilgrimages to see just what it is that Toronto is doing
ri ght.

The quote above cìearly indicates that the significance of the resettle-

mentof the inner city - and the ideology, architectural and pìanning

practices which have accompanied this resettlement - have transcended

national boundaries. In this respect at least, popular articles have

been more insightful than most academic writings. The role of ideoìogy
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has not been underestimated. Quite correct'ly popular accounts of the

new urbanism have not overlooked the fact that the transformation of the

inner city has involved a transformation in values and the creation of a

new urban ideology, â new ideology in which, for various reasons, canada

is the leader.

As Davíd Lewis Stein implicitly acknowledged in a recent newspaper

article (Toronto Star, Apri'l 6, lgB4), Toronto represents the first
example of a city in North Ameríca which has successfully artìculated an

urban ideology for the new middle class and implemented it. In Toronto,

planners and architects (Jack Diamond and Barton Myers for instance) have

been at the forefront of this movement. Their innovations probably con-

stitute the first major intellectual contribution Canada has made to the

art of city buiìding" popular journals like Macleans (March, lgTl),
Time (June 23,1975) and Newsweek (Harch 'l7, 1973) have noted how

urbanists from around the world now travel to Canada to examine how a

city should be run and have begun to employ canadian city planners,

architects and developers to remake their cities.

If the liberal-academic writings are not as insightfuì as the popu'lar

stream is with regard to ideology, at least they are more systematic and

critical. So far most of the work has been empirical rather than

theoretical. spain and Laska (1980), Bourne (1978), Berry (l9Bl) and

Sternlieb (.l983) are some of the better known representatives of this
school. As impìied earlier much of the work done by these people has

focussed on cataloguing the degree and extent of gentrÍfication in

Canadian and American cities.
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The findings and conclusions reached by these academics have been

more circumspect than those found in popular journals. Qne example would

be the debate over whether the return to the city is a specific rather

than a general urban phenomenon. At the same tjme, there is no consensus

as to whether this phenomenon is long or short term in nature. Additionaì1y,

some concern has been shown about negatìve externalities, giving this

literature a critical base not present in popular journals.

Although more ambivalent and uncertain about the conclusions to be

drawn from the new urbanism, the liberal-academÍc literature still views

the return to the city in a very positive light. l,lherever possible it
has championed the cause. In terms of research the liberal-academic

literature has also díverged from the popular literature because of its
emphasis on economics rather than culture.

If the popular and liberal-academic literature have been concerned

with culture and economics of the new urbanism, the third stream of

thought - the leftist perspective - has focussed on politics. So too in

method each stream of thought has developed a particular emphasis.

Popuìar journals and newspapers have observed the return to the city, the

liberal-academic school has attempted to measure it, while the leftist
camp has attempted to theorize about this phenomenon.

Major theorists would include luminaries ìjke David Harvey (1973),

Henri Lefebrve (1971), Manual castells (1977, l9g4) and David Ley (1980).

When compared to the popular or liberal-academic literature.these theorists

have also emerged as the most critical observers of this phenomenon.

Generally the'ir research has focussed on the relationship of c'lass and
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space and the redistributive effects of this reìationship. Some, like
Neil (1982) however, have concentrated more on economics. Unlike the

others,'h. hu, tended to discount politics and ideology, feeling that

cycles of investment and disinvestment predetermine everything else.

Except for Neil, most other theorists in the leftist school have

concentrated on the issue of class. They have deve'loped a well-thought-

out and sophisticated theorization of the new middle class, much of which

has been incorporated in the theorization of the'new middle class in the

previous section. Major theorists would be poulantzas (1976), Ernest

Mandel (1975) and Caradchi (1976). While the concept of the new middle

class has been well developed, attempts to relate thjs conceptualization

of class to the city is far less developed. Only caste'lìs (1984), in his

most recent work, David Zuken (1982) and David Ley (lgB0) have attempted

to bridge this gap in a significant way so far.

Until recently, because this connection has not been adequately

developed, the leftist school has not ful'ly established the important way

in which the rise of the new middle class has affected the poìitical
economy and the aesthetics of the post-industrial city. One result has

been that theoretical development has not been sufficient to explain the

relation the new middle class has to culture and ideology and the way in

which this has affected the c'ity. Aìthough leftist scholars have deveìoped

a broad based theory of the new middle class, they have not spec.ified

what its effect has been on the politica'l economy of the inner city.
Consequently a synthesis of various theoretical elements developed by

other leftist theorists was necessary in order to specify what the

relationship 'is between the new middle class and the city.
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For instance, Veblen (1917) with his concept of conspicuous con-

sumption has been used to distinguish the phases in the development of

the new middle class, its latent period, when conspicuous consumption was

less in the forefront, and the active phase, when the new middle class

moved to the city and became more active'ly involved in conspicuousìy

consuming. Similarìy Castells'work on class conflict and the city as a

pìace of consumption rather than production, and his work on urban

alliances, have been incorporated into the theorization of the new middle

class in canada as a poìiticaì force. Thompson's work (1963), deta.i'ling

how the English working class came into being as a class for itself,
provides the basis for the theorization of the role ideology has p'layed

in the creation of a new middle class in the city. David Harvey's vlork,

on the control of space by various classes and the redistrjbution of

income achieved by this control, has been incorporated as a central con-

cern in describing the class dynamic of the inner city. Finally, Dav.id

Ley's examínation (1980), of the relationship that city planners have to

the middle class and the ideology of consumption, provided another

thematic source by which the new urbanism has been studied.

In summation, although aì'l three streams of thought provide insights

and useful information, separately they do not provide a coherent way of

articulating the relationship that the new middle class has to the city
and the new urbanism. All three streams of thought have not given enough

attention to the evolution of the new middle class as a distinct new

social force in the city. Neither have they shown how this is a unique

feature of the class structure in Canada, one whjch explains why the new

middle class is such a powerfuì economic, social and poìitical force in
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the Canadian city, a force which is responsible for the vigorous renewal

of the inner city which has made Canada the envy of many advanced indus-

trial nations.

Methodol oq.y

The relationship the new middle class has to the inner city is not

straightforward. It did not develop a1ì at once or in a spatiaì vacuum.

For thjs reason a comparative class analysis of the inner city wilì be

used. As we will see, other classes residing in the inner city compìement

or resist the expansion of the new middle class. This means that the

balance of class forces in the inner city must be understood if the power

of the new middle class to alter the political ecomony of the inner c'ity

is to be measured.

As well as these external class constraints on the new middle class,

the internal makeup of the new middle class must also be exam'ined. For,

depending on the strength or weakness of the new middle class, external

class constraints will have a lesser or greater effect. The 'internal

makeup of the new middle class is governed by its development on three

levels: the economic, ideologìca'l and the poììtica'l . Lack of development

on any one of these levels will affect the new middle classs' ab'il'ity to

'imp'lement its program for the inner city.

Three Canadian citìes were chosen as case studies to show the

'importance of these class consjderations. Toronto and Vancouver were

chosen since the new middle classes in these two cities are the most

powerfu'l in the country. At the other end, Winnipeg was chosen because

jts new middle class is one of the weakest and most undeveloped. By
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contrasting l,linnjpeg with Toronto and Vancouver the central role played

by the new middle class as the active element in inner city rev'ival wìll

be highì ighted. l,linnipeg's case wi I I show that where the new mii¿le

class is weakly developed so is inner c'ity revitalizatìon. Toronto and

Vancouver will show the opposite. Where there is a strong new middle

class there is a strong and vibrant inner city. In passing, reference

will be made to cities ìying between these two polarities. Variations

'in inner cìty development'in these cities will be accounted for by the

different ways the new m'iddle class developed'in the cities in question.

l.lith this methodology the hypothesis made about the relation between the

new middle class and the revitalization of the inner city in Canada will

be given substance.

[,lith regard to sources, except for articles and newspapers, references

in brackets are listed in the bjbliography. Mostly these are books

Footnotes genera'lly refer to empìrical data. As welì exp'lanations are

included. Generalìy these sources do not appear in the bibliography.

Organi zati on

Three cities will be used as case studies. These studies will be

organized jnto three chapters. Each chapter wiìl correspond to the three

levels that define the new middle class, that is the economic, ideolog'ica'l-

soc'ial and poì i ti cal I evel s. Every chapter wi 'l I al so make reference to

other classes as well. The classes wìll be listed on tables provided'in

chapter to show the relative standing of every class at each level of

analysis.
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The economíc level wiìl be discussed first, fol'lowed by the social-
ideological and the po]iticaì. This order was chosen because each level

follows from the other ìogically and historica]ly. For instance if the

economic foundation of the new middle class is weak their ideological and

poìit'ical evolution will be affected. Similarly if the economic condi-

tions favour the new middle class but their ideology is undeveloped, so

too is their self-identífy, hence the abiìity to take up causes and

organize into a political force. l^lithout an ideology development at the

po'l i ti cal I evel i s compromi sed.

Finally, a number of statistics will be used to measure the power of
the new middle class. In each chapter charts will list indices which will
give an approxìmate measure of class power at each level. Through these

indicators the eharts will show how strong or how weak the new middle

class is in each city.
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Footnotes

Thorstein Veblen.
1917 .

The Theorv of the Leisure Class , McM'i 
'l 

ì an, N. Y. ,

2. This was a natural area for planners to be concerned with. Ever
since modern p'lanning came into being revitalization of the inner
c'ity core has been one of its primary goals. This desire can be
seen as a vistage of the pioneering spirit which informed the
Victorian reformers who brought modern planning into being. 0f
course the pìanning ideology applied to the inner city djffers from
the 1950's. Consult Rebecca Smith, "Creating Neighbourhood Identity
Through Citizen Activism", Urban Geography, Vol. 5, No. l, lgB4.

3 These figures are approximations based on raw census data for lg8l
prov'ided by the census bureau in computer printouts.

A number of Canadian and American consult'ing firms have done elaborate
consumer surveys which show indeed that there is a new class of con-

4

5

sumers. This class has been po
(December 31, l9B4) and Time (J

pularized as the Yuppies in Newsweek
uly 16, l9B4). A note of caution

Although there are similarities between the new middle class and the
Yuppie categorjzation, they are not the same. Yuppies is a descrip-
tive category while the new middle class is an analytical concept.
Furthermore, Yuppies refers to age and income rather than the
relations of production, which is the basis of the new middle class.

One Canadian firm which has studied the baby boom market is Hayhurst
Advertjsing Ltd. of Toronto. some of their fjndings were written up
in the January 9th edition (1985) of the Globe and Mail. The October
l5th, l9B4 issue of Fortune magazine revieñÏñãT-îõnsultants have
found out about this new consumer generation in the uníted states.
Patricia Morrisroe's article "Restaurant Madness" in the November
26th; 1984 edition of the New Yo$_I!g_q- gives a specific example of
how this new consumption has ãÎñEGã-ïñe retail and service gàography
of New York City.

The effect thjs new class of consumers had had on design can be read
in Valerie Brooks "The Understatements of the Year" in the September/
0ctober l9B4 issue of Print Magazine. Another reference would be
"Phoenjx: New Attjtudes in Design" a catalogue of a show in Toronto,
Ed. by Christina Rjtchie and Lori Calzolari.

David Ley. "A New Ideology of Livabi'lity", Annals of the Association
of American Geographers. June 1980, pp. 238-258.



CHAPTER TI,JO

THE ECONOMiC PRECONDITIONS FOR

THE RISE OF THE NEÌ,l MIDDLE CLASS

Gentrification is not apt to be a wÍde-spread phenomenon
in ang given area. Yet jt åas tl¡e potential for occurring
ín a numbet of r¡a¡ious areas contjnuousTg throughout xhe coming
decade; jt is a 'sLow butn' phenottenon capable of affecting
Targe parts of the cÍtg, albeit, a few sectjons at a time.
rt is capabTe of making 7Ífe increasingJg insecure, partÍ-
cularlg for the poot and middle-inco¡ne renters. Yet because
it js unTikeTg to achieve the potential visibÍ7itg of more
widespread urban jJ,-Zs. ft is this hÍdden characteristic
that makes gentrificaXion so jnsjdious. Its graduaJis¡n is
a major justifìcatìon for studging ít. (Michael Lang, 7982,
p- 7s)

I ntroducti on

This chapter is concerned with tv¿o economic processes lvhich underp'in

the rise of the new middle c'lass as an economic force in the city. The

first process involves the transfonnation of the inner city into a post-

industrial economy. Out of this transformation the office sector emerged

as the dominant economic activity, providìng the employment base in the

inner city for the new middle class.

The second economic process is displacement. Simply stated, dis-

pìacement refers to the process where one class develops the economic

capac'ity (in this case the new middle class) to ¿isplace another by
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bidding higher for the use of land. Wjth regard to the new middle class

in the inner city this depends upon the evolution of a post-'industrial

economy. l^lithout the devel_opment of a large office economy, the concen-

tration of middle class empìoyment and consumer investment (usua1ìy in

the housing and retail sectors) which is needed to set this disp'lacement

process in motion will not take place.

i' This can be taken as a precondition for the development of the new

urbanism in the city. However, it is a mistake to assume that this js all
that is needed. In many instances this condÍtion has not been suffjcient

to spark massive gentrification. In the United States, in particular,

there are a number of exampìes where this has not occurred. Houston, for

instance, would be one examp'le of a city which has developed a mature

post-industriaì economy but has not yet produced a displac.ing middle

class in the inner city.

Nevertheless, a strong case can be made for saying that lit¡e jf
any urban revjtalization will take p'lace without the emergence of a strong

office sector. Therefore, a strong office sector in the downtown can be

seen as a necessary precondition for resettlement in the inner city by

the new middle class. As the examination of winnipeg wiìl show, where

this conditjon is not present, large, artificial inducements by government

have been necessary to rekindle investment interest. However, in cjties
like Toronto and Vancouver, which have'large and strong downtown sectors,

middle class investment in the inner city has taken on a momentum of its
ov.ln. The contrast is obvious. Toronto and Vancouver have well deve'loped

post-industrial economies in their inner cities and so have large and

affluent middle class populations resîding near the core. Ì,linnipeg,
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however, has an inner city with an under-developed post-industrial

economy, therefore its middle class is small and weak by comparison.

Conse,quently, the new middle class in Toronto and Vancouver has emerged

as a significant economìc force, and displacement generated by their

investment has become a major probìem. In ldinnipeg, by contrast, the

new middle class has not yet emerged as a significant economic force in

its own right and government subsidization of its investments in the core

have been necessary to spark redevelopment. As a result, displacement

has not emerged as a concern so far.

The Post-Industrial Economy of the Inner City: The relation between
the offjce sector and the creation of an emp'loyment base for the new
mi ddl e cl ass 'in the ci ty.

Starting with Toronto, the special'ization of the inner city into a

node of.post-industrial activities becomes noticable by comparíng

employment figures for the c'ity of Toronto with its metropolitan area.

For instance, a report released by the Metropoìitan Plann'ing Department

of Torronto in .l982, found that the city of Toronto had proportionate'ly

only hal f (8.4%) the industrial emp'loyment for metro as a whole (15.7Ð.1

Meanwhile 53.9% of alì jobs in the city of Toronto were in the office

sector compared to 41.3% for metro, a difference of 12.5%.2 A large and

concentrated white col'lar professional work force could be expected to

work in the downtown as a result.

By looking at the office rent differentials between the downtown and

the suburbs it is poss'ible to amp'lify the previous findings. The greater

the variation the more likely is the whjte collar work force in the office

sector to be composed of professionals. When downtown office rents rise

substantialìy above those of the suburbs, lower skjlled office workers
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are decentralized out to the suburbs. At the same time, professionals

and high level decision makers are concentrated in the downtown.

Diagram One shows that the office space differential is high in

Toronto and Vancouver while it is low in l,linnipeg. The differential for

Toronto and Vancouver was 22 and l2 dollars per square foot respect'ive1y,

while in l,linnipeg it was only 2 dollars. Thus, not on'ly do Toronto and

Vancouver have larger inner c'ity offíce sectors (see Diagram Qne), with

45 million square feet in Toronto and 20 million square feet in Vancouver

(l,linnipeg havíng 6 million square feet), both cities have higher concen-

trations of professional s.

Returning to Vancouver, although downtown employment and the office

sector is not as'large as Toronto the same pattern is evident. lg8l

statistics suppìied by the city of Vancouver revealed that 70% of the

iobs in the downtown core were in the office sector.3 Looking back to

the l97l census the speed of this transformation can be appreciated.

Then onìy 47% of downtown jobs were 'in the office sector.4 Going farther

back, to the ear'ly 60's, the differences are even more striking. Then

retail, warehousing and industrial employment were overwhelmingly

domi nant. 5

Employment and office figures for l^linnipeg present quite a contrast.

Both are much smaller than Toronto and Vancouver, relativeìy and absolutely.

During the .l960's 
and 70's office booms in Toronto and Vancouver prope'lìed

these cities into the post-industrial age, wh'ile, in l,Jinnipeg, after an

in'itial spurt of activity ìn the late sixties (when the Richardson

Building was constructed) and the middle seventies (Lakeview Square and

offices along Broadway) office development came to a virtual halt.



DIAGRAM ONE

CAP ITAL*
CBD Empìoyment**
Total Offi ce Space
Office Rents (Dollars)
0ffice Absorption

Toronto
400,000
45 Mil.Sq.Ft.
25 to 37 Sq. Ft.
I,000,000+

29

ECONOMIC INDICATORS OF CLASS POI,\'ER IN THE INNER CITY

)
)
)
)

I
2
3
4

Vancouver
ì 30,000
20
l8 to 2l
600 ,000

' l,li nni peg
54,567
5to6
l0 to l4
1 80 ,000

NEI,I MIDDLE CLASS***
l) Inner city house prices
2) Inner city house prices

as a percent of the
metropol itan average

3) City and suburb office
rate differential

WORKING CLASS****
I ) Inner city income

differential (1971 )
2) 0ccupation structure

( approxi mati on )
3) Estimation of strength

URBAN UNDERCLASS*****

96 to 260 (000)

100 to 250%
(above)

$zz

l0B to 349 (000)

I 00 to 300%
( above )

$lq

20 ro s0 (000)

20 to 80%
( bel ow)

$z

I
2

)
)

Presence
Strength

$l,700

t^lhi te Col lar
l^leakeni ng

Margi na I
Dec'lining

2 ,900 ,000
600,000

$l ,400

l.Jhite Collar
l,leakeni ng

Margi na'l
Declining

I,300,000
450,000

$2,ooo

Blue Collar
Strong

Strong
Growi ng

600,000
250 ,000

P0PULATI0N******
ì ) Metropolitan (approx. )
2) City proper (approx. )

*StatistiCs are-Trom data supplied by A.E. Lepage for lggl and the
Financial Post.

**Figures for l,linnipeg and Vancouver refer to the Central Business District,
whjle those for Toronto refer to the frame around the CBC. Employment for'
the CBD is 266,000 but in reality the frame fs part of the same iirner cityjob market (especia'lly since both areas are welì connected by the subway
system) .

***Statistjcs are l9Bl figures suppìied by the real estate board of eachcity (housing prices that is). Office ráte differentjals are from an
A.E. LePage survey conducted in 1981.

****1971 figures are from Frank Johnson's "Core Area Report" Institute of
Urban Studies 1979. Approximations of occupation and strength were gained
by examining newspaper cìippìngs and Stats Canada informatión on empioy-
ment trends. In particular a study by the Social Planning Council òf -

Toronto entitled "Suburbs in Transition" 1980 was a useful guide.
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*****Newspaper c'lippings from each city, interviews wjth officials and an
examination of the real estate market in each inner city led to the
approximations above.

******Now, wjth Unicity,'in 197.l, there is no Winnipeg city proper any
more. The city has been merged with its metropolitan area. Toronto
and Vancouver are still formeral'ly separated from their metropolitan
areas. l98l stats were used as a referénce.
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l,Jinnipeg's pattern of development ìagged behind these two cities. In

Toronto and Vancouver, for example, declines in inner city employment

stopped in the late 50's and early 60's. This did not happen in Winnipeg

unti I the ear'ly and mi ddl e seventi es.6

In a manner of speaking Winnipeg experienced a time warp. Just as

the post war transformation seemed to be taking off things came to a halt.

By the middle seventies both capitaì and the new middle class lost interest
'in the inner city. l^lith the decline in the economic fortunes of the city

the potential new middle class, which would have settled in the inner

city, moved on to greener pastures: to Toronton Edmonton, Calgary and

Vancouver, enriching the inner citjes of these growth centres.T Until

the l^linnipeg Core Area Initiatjve attempted to kick start the inner city

economy, deveìopment remained suspended and the core languished.

This became apparent when looking at employment statistics for the

inner c'ity. While the inner cjties of Toronto and Vancouver were over

represented in office sector and related professional sectors the opposite

was true of Winnipeg. Unlike Toronto and Vancouver, Winn'ipeg was over-

represented in the industrial sector. þlinnipeg's inner cìty had a higher

proport'ion of blue collar jobs than the suburbs. Likewise professional

and managerial jobs were over-represented in the suburbs whjle under-

represented in the inner city. Therefore in .1979 
40% of the jobs in

t,linnipeg's inner city were in the industrial sector. Simi'lar'ly the number

of iobs in the managerial and professional sectors was 60% higher jn the

suburbs. B
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Dispìacement: The second economic process - the expression of class
power at the economic level.

Examiníng the relationship between class and the economic base of
the city naturally ìeads to the topic of displacement, particuìarìy as

the new class a]ignments resulting from the economic transformation mani-

fest themselves ìn struggles over space in the inner city.

Before discussing displacemnt, the economic relationship each class

has to the space it occupies needs to be clarified a bÍt more. As said

before, the economic pos'ition of each class determines the amount and

kind of space each demands. Thus the amount of space wi'lì vary according

to the power each class has to appropriate space. This in turn is
affected by the social division of labour mentioned in chapter one. In

like fashion, the kind of space each class uses and constructs is different.
Again, this qualitative factor is influenced by the social division of

Jabour. This is why displacement involves more than the substitution of
one class by another in space. When one class usurps space from another

it also reconstructs space. Therefore in order to examine dispìacement

care has to be taken as measurements suitable to one class are not suitable

to another. This is why diagram one empìoys (crude) different measure-

ments to determine the displacement potentia'l of each class in the inner

c'ity. As a result, before the quantitative effects of displacement are

dealt with, the qualitative aspects which determine what type of space is
demanded by each class must first be addressed.

Starting with capital, the indicator used to show capìtal,s disp]ace-

ment potential is the demand for commercial space, more spec.ifical'ly

office space. sjnce capitaì controls the means of production, it is
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concerned with maximizing profits from any investment it makes. In the

production sphere, therefore, capital tends to maximize its use of land

by seeking to bujld at the highest density porsì¡1.. It also tends to

produce the kinds of space which offer the highest rate of return, thus

it concentrates on the production of commerical space.

Descending down the class ladder, we see in Diagram One that the

economic position of the new middle class finds expression mos¡y .in

residential land uses. Further down, the same applies to the working

class and the urban underclass, except that in these two cases the demand

for commercial space is less and the quaìity of residential space is
lower. In the case of the urban underclass land use demands are further

distingu'ished by the demand for space to house various social service and

welfare institutions. Here there are interesting para'llels between the

new middle class and the urban underclass. Both classes put heavy demands

on the local state for subsidies to their consumption. In the case of the

new middle class this takes the form of subsidies towards conspicuous

consumption, particuìarly the entertainment and cultural industries. By

contrast, subsidies to the urban underclass emphasize supplements to

reproduct'ion, Í.e. hostels, soup kitchens, employment centres, cljnics
and the lìke.

Because the rvorking cìass do not generate displacement pressures

(tfrat js as long as the real estate market is balanced) income rather

than property measures were used to show their presence in the inner

city. And since the urban underclass do not really operate in the land

market (as they own no property) no specific measure was ass.igned to

them.
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As had already been stated, however, it is clear that there are two

majon disp'lacing classes in the inner city. As will be shown in Toronto

and Vancouver, capitaì and the new middle class have successfully dis-

placed the lower classes. Thjs disp'lacement has taken djfferent form

according to which class is doing the disp'lacing. Therefore evidence of

displacement by capital can be detected by seeing whether or not land

uses have been changed from residential to commercial or from low to

medium densities to high densities.9 l{eanwhile most displacement by the

new middle class takes pìace in the residential spher..l0 So its abiìity

to displace the lower classes can be read by seeing whether the land

values for residential property are above the average for the city. There

is also some commercial displacement generated by the new mjddle class

but this tends to be concentrated in a few specialized consumer nodes

like Osborne Street in hlinnipeg and Yorkville in Toronto.

As stated before, in terms of dispìacement the working class pìay a

neutral role. Thjs is not exactìy the case for the urban underclass,

however. Under special circumstances this class can exert displacement

pressures. This class acts like a third world force in a first world

city dominated by market relations. Their position in the labour market

parallels their position in the property markets. They are marginal and

take whatever is left, after the other classes have had their demand for

space satisfied.

But under certain conditjons this class can exert displacement

forces which are non-economic in nature. The best examp'les of this in

North America would be black ghettoes in American cities. Here it is a

case of socjal displacement replacing economic displacement, with a
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regime of fear rather than the bid rent process for urban land moving

the underclass forward in its appropriation of land.
:

,?'2y' Having looked at the quaìitative aspect of the displacement process

which defined what measurements in Diagram One were used the quantitative

side can now be looked at.

Beginning with capitaì, rent figures for office space'in each city
(Diagram One) show that capital exerts dìfferent pressure on the markets

in question. lg8l rates show that the range for office rents are quite

extreme. Rents commanded for office space in Toronto are four times

those of l'Jinnipeg' white rents in Vancouver are half those of Toronto but

twice those of l^Jinnipeg. l^lhile office space rents for l0 dollars a square

foot in l^linnipeg, 20 dollars is charged in Vancouver and up to 40 dollars

in Toronto.

0nce rents are combined wjth office absorption rates a faÍr measure

of the demand for space by capitaì in each city can be obtained. Thus

Toronto's average absorption rate of over one miìlion square feet and

Vancouver's average absorption rate of 600,000 square feet are respective.ly

five and three times the hlinnipeg rate of 1g0,000.

These figures show that the demand for space by capìtal jn the inner

city is quite high in Toronto and Vancouver but much weaker in 1¡innipeg.

Therefore strong pressures have buiìt up to extend the downtowns of
Toronto and Vancouver into surrounding residential areas and underused

ra'ilroad lands. This expansion has threatened the new middle classes.

Since they do not have the economic resources to out bid capital for land

on the real estate market the new middle class were forced to seek
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poìitical redress. Subsequentìy, zoning changes curtailing the economic

power of capital were put in place in the mid-seventies to protect the

middle class.

Needless to say, in l^linnipeg no such pressures exist. Cap'ita'l has

shown little interest in develop'ing the raiìyard lands whÍch surround

downtown l,linnipeg. Although the downtown has expanded into some adjoining

residential areas (i.e. Great l^lest Life complex) the reasons for these

intrusions have more to do with chaotic and uncontrolled development being

allowed than the pressures of the real estate market.

The economic power of the new middle class is expressed primarily

through the price it is wi'l'ling to pay for inner city dweì'ling unìts.

House prices in the inner city provide a good measure of the disp'lacement

potentia'l of the new mjddle class. In each city the demand for space by

the new middle class corresponds to capitals'. Where the demand for

space by a capitaì 'is great so to is it for the new middle class. The

prices for resident'ial properties show this.

House prices for the inner city of Toronto and Vancouver are well

above the normal rate for their metropolitan areas. In l98l the price

of an inner city home in Torontoll ranged from 96,000 to 260,000 according

to area. Compared to the metropolitan housing market these prices went

as far as 250 percent above the average. Similar'ly, in Vancouver,

housing prices in the city proper ranged from 108,000 to 349,000. This

was 100 to 300 percent above the average for the metropolitan area. In

W'innipeg, inner city pri."rl2 varied on average from 20,000 to 50,000.

Here prìces varied 20 to 70 percent below the metropolitan average.
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Thus the new m'iddle class have had considerable impact on the inner

housing market in Toronto and Vancouver while their influence has been

neglible in l,linnipeg by comparison. Not surprisingìy therefore, displace-

ment is a serious problem in Toronto and Vancouver. In Winnipeg, by

contrast, the problem has only just surfaced in diluted form and is con-

fined to a few specific communities - Fort Rouge and Wolseley. In fact

I.linnipeg has lost more units of inexpensive housing to demolition and

abandonment by capitaì rather than by the displacement practices of the

new middle class.

Dispìacement by the new middle class has been much more extensive in

Toronto and Vancouver. By and large the working class and urban under-

class have ceased to be a force in neighbourhoods adjoining the downtown.

Consequently dispìacement in both cjties had undermined the poìitical

power and social solidarity of low income groups remaining in these areas.

Displacement has also left a growing population of homeless people as

well.l3 Planners for the city of Toronto estimated that 13,000 unjts of

low cost housing were lost between l97l and l98l for inrtun.".l4

In the same period the city of Vancouver lost 7,000 units, accordìng

to Ted Droeuboom, a city planner for the city. Because of the nature of

the housing stock and the local market, most low cost housing stock was

demolished and then reconstructed for the new middle class instead of

beì ng deconverted (Habi tat, Vol . 25, No. I , I 982) . Most uni ts con-

structed to replace the demolished units were bachelor units. Less than

20 percent of the units added were for low income households (Journal of

Conrnerce, August 2, l9B2). David Ley, in a survey on djsplacement in

Vancouver found that over 50 percent of the peop'le displaced were forced
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to pay 20 percent more for accomodation and ì5 percent of the sample was

forced to pay increases of 60 percent or over for new units. Changes in

tenure were noticed as well. In areas oi ¿lsplacement the level of home

ownership tended to rise, mostly in the form of condominjums, whjch

repìaced rental units. Fina'lly Ley found that the change in hous'ing

stock emphasized a singìes population at the expense of a poorer working

class populatjon which was family oriented (tta¡ttat, Vol. 25, No. 1, l9B2).

l;..,::" Because the working c'lass generalìy play a neutral role in the dis-

placement process the effect of displacement on them has been severe in

Toronto and Vancouver. Since they do not have the capacity to compete

wìth cap'ital and the new middle class for space, the territory they

occupy in the inner c'ity has shrunk considerabìy. Thjs neutrality applies

to the relation the workíng cìass has to the urban underclass. As a

result the working cìass seldom expand into areas occupied by the urban

underclass. In North American cit'ies the workjng cìass has been affluent

enough and the housing stock pìentiful enough to avojd mixing with the

underclass. Typìcalìy working class residents have fled from the urban

underclass and moved to the suburbs whenever poss'ible.

Aìthough they are crude measures, income figures in Diagram One

do give an approximation of the relative size of the working class popu-

latjon in each city. 1971 income differences between each city and its

suburban or metropolitan area show this. Because l^linnipeg has the hjghest

income differential its inner city population likely has a larger working

class population. Compared to a difference of 2,000 in Winnipeg, Toronto

and Vancouver recorded income differences of I,700 and 1,400 respective'ly.

Sign'ificantly these figures record the average income of the inner city
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population of Toronto and Vancouver before the influx of the new middle

class. Since then income differences in these two cities have been

r'eversed in favour of the inner city while in t,linnipeg they have only

widened.l5 Two examples in Toronto high]ight what has happened in the

interval quìte well.

In the past two decades the social and income status of Cabbagetown

and rhe Annex have been reversed. In the late 60's cabbagetown was

considered an impoverished working class eommunity. In j969 houses were

selling for as little as 17,000 dollars. Now the same units, renovated,

are sel'l ing for 190,000 (Ferguson, R., lgB4). Similarìy, in lg65 real

estate in The Annex was selling 20 percent below the metropol'itan average.

By the late 70's houses in The Annex reached parity with luletropolìtan

Toronto. Fina]ly, in lg8l houses in the area were sellíng 25 percent

above the metropo'litan average (Ferguson, R., lgB4).

Between l97l and l98l housing prices in Winnipeg's inner city feìl
relative to the city as a whole. These falling real estate values

correlated with Íncome trends over this same period of time. Sínce l95l

the income differential between the inner city and the suburbs has grown.

In l95l it was ì5 percent. By 1976 this gap had increased to 32 percent

(Frank Johnson , 1g7g).

Abandonment and disinvestment, not displacement, have characterized

most inner city neighbourhoods in winnipeg during the post-war years.

This created the market conditions for the entry of the urban underclass

into the centre of the city on a scale without comparison elsewhere in

Canada. hJhile this class represents a marginal component of the inner

city populations of Toronto and Vancouver (Diagram One) it is one of the
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largest and fastest growing ones in hjinnipeg. Christine McKee, a

planning consultant, predicted that the native population constìtuted 30

percent of the core area population in the late 70's ( Habi tat Vol . 25,

No. l, 1982). Since they represent the largest component of the under-

class in hlinnipeg their continuing migration into the city will ensure

that this class will not dim'inish in importance in the foreseeable future.

The ghelto syndrome referred to in the United States is poss'ible in

Winnipeg. So far the crjtical level of abandonment and concentration of

impoverished people has not reached the stage where it has developed'its

own monentum. The urban underclass is probab'ly near to this point however,

and could become an active rather than a passive economic force in the

city's real estate market.l6 Presently it has not been able to affect

land values in its own right. Nevertheless, the threat is certainly

there. l4ayor Norrie, for instance' has warned that the ïll'innipeg Core

Area Initiative may be the city's last chance to save the inner city.

Although the underclass has not yet become an active agent for disinvest-

ment it no doubt has become a barrier to further investment by capita'l

and the new middle class. Thus Imperial, Lakeview, Qualico and Shelter

Corporation, four of the city's largest developers, stated that they

would be unwiì1ing to redevelop the North of Portage unless the Mall

Hotel and the bus depot were relocated. These two buiìd'ings are key

entry points for Winnipeg's native community so the reluctance of developers

to invest in areas frequented by the underclass certainìy shows that they

constitute a barrier to investment by capital and the new middle class.

The factor of negative dispìacement therefore emerges often in

debates over urban renewal in þJinnipeg's core. For exampìe, battles over
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disp]acement have arisen over schemes proposed by t,,linnipeg's core Area

Initiative to revive the core. Spokespersons for the cityls working

class and underclass claim that renewal attempts are símpìy d'isgu.ided

attempts to displace them in order to al'low corporations and wealthy

middle class people to invest in the inner city at minimal risk.lT Even

public hous'ing corporations like MIIRC have had to contend with the effects

of negative displacement. t^Jhile pub'l'ic housing corporations have found

the chief barrier to the production of housing in the inner citjes of

Toronto and Vancouver to be escalating land costso the opposite has been

the case in Winnipeg. Blair Bingemon, a housing analyst for the Manitoba

Housing and Renewal Corporation, said that a significant writedown would

have to take p'lace on housing units built'in a number of core areas because

property values could not support their construction costs (winnjpeg

Free Press August 10, 1983). Some units would have to absorb writedowns

of up to 18,000 dollars because property values could not support the

52,000 dollar price cost of producing these units.

Conclusion: The relationshi p between the economic base and the class
composition of the jnner city.

The relationship that class has to space in the inner city may now be

better understood. It should be clear that two different economic bases

have produced distinctiveìy different real estate markets which have

affected the balance of power among classes and so the amount of space

they occupy in the inner city.

An inner city which has a well developed post-industrial economy

produces a strong class of capitalists and a ìarge (new) middle class job

market. This, in turn, generates a strong demand for space. For cap.ital
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this takes the form of expanding commercia'l land uses and pressures for

higher densities. For the new middle class the need for more space takes

form in the demand for increased res'idential space. If tnese two classes

are powerful enough simple economic pressure can expel other classes

lower in the social and economic hierarchy. Th'is is what has happened in

Toronto and Vancouver. Through dispìacement of the working class and the

urban underclass, capital and the new middle class have come to dominate

space in the inner city"

As we have seen, however, 'in the battle for space the new middle

class does not have the economic power to prevent overdeve'lopment of the

inner city by capital. To maintain control of space in the inner city

the new middle class developed an ethoes of balanced growth. As will be

shown in the following chapters, this was used to restrain capitaì. Thus

in Toronto and Vancouver the major class contradiction in the inner city

takes place between capitaì and the new middle class over the control of

space.

Because Winnipeg does not have a fulìy developed post-industrial

economy, different class forces operate on the real estate market and

d'isp'lacement takes a different form. Capita'l and the new middle class

are much weaker because of the under-developed state of Winnipeg's inner

city economy. For the neur middle class this poses a number of problems.

Economicaììy the new middle class is too weak to generate enough dis-

placement pressure to give it control over space in the inner cÍty. Not

only.must it battle for space w'ith capital , in addition it must keep an

eye on the working class and urban underclass as well. So the new middle

class have suffered as many setbacks as advances over the past decade and
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a half. Unlike their counterparts in Toronto and Vancouver, they have

not been able to manage the real estate market to their benefit. Con-

sequent'ly disp]acement forces have not moved in their favour so no one

cl ass dom j nates space i n t^li nni peg , s i nner ci ty.

What may eventual]y happen in I'linnipeg is therefore a matter of

speculation. Unlike Toronto or Vancouver, real estate trends still do

not indicate that there are any c'lear winners or losers in the battle

over díspìacement. The chance to produce a new urban culture which caters

to a broader class spectrum is a possibility which míght be realized if
politicians and planners learn from Toronto and Vancouver, and implement

policies whìch will preserve the mix of classes while they are in the

current state of flux, before emerging real estate trends polarize the

inner eity into a series of class ghettoes. If decisjve interventions

are made in l,rlinnipeg's land and housing markets the worst effects of
dispìacement might be avoided.

No matter what happens the new middle class in !,linnipeg are not

like'ly to develop the capacity to gain control over space in the inner

city. The lower classes will therefore play a much larger role in the

urban culture which develops in t^Jinnìpeg. The struggle for space wiìl
involve compromises which will be unique to }.linnipeg. Aìready this has

become apparent in the allocation of capìtal and land for renewal schemes

'impìemented by the l,linnipeg Core Area Initiative.lS
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Footnotes

Metropolitan Planning Department, Report on Employment, Toronto,
I 982.

2. Ibid.

In l97l the percentage of downtown office workers was 47% of the
downtown labour force. By 19Bl this had risen to over 70%. Meanwhile
the non-office sector had declined from 53% to less than 30%.
Quarterìy Review, July ì982, Vol. 9, No. 3.

Ibid.

[^lalter Hardwick, Vancouver , Maemillan,1975.

Statistics for l^línnipeg are located in "Development plan Review:
1978 - Travel and Demographic Trends 1g6z-igr6n. plan l,linnipeg.
Statistics for Toronto can be found in the "Downtoffi-Bfsir¡esi-
council Quarterìy Report", l,linter l9Bl. This report claims that
inner city employment in Toronto fell to a low of 290,000 in the
ear'ly 60' s and has now ri sen to over 400,000. Simi I ar sati sti csfor vancouver can be found in the GVRD's "commer"cial Developmentin Greater vancouver .l970-1979" 

and in the "Quarterly Review",
April l9Bl, Vol. B, No. Z.

Thus in the mid-seventies retail developments in 0sborne village
and the corner of Spence street and Broadway provide proof thai
the new middle class was interested in invelting in the jnner
city. However, with the deterioration of econoñic conditions in
l,Jinnipeg during the ear'lyseventies investment came to a haltuntil the late seventies. Meanwhile in cities like Toronto,
vancouver and calggry boutique street curture in the inner cityflourished. Two l^Jinnipeg Free Press articles show thís cycìe óf
truncated then renewed investment interest along the west Broadway
corridor in llinnipeg. Barbara Robson's article December 16, lggl
"A Delicate Balance" describes the truncated deve'lopment of a
street that had aspirations of being another 0sborne viìlage. A
later article, May l, 1985, entitled "Eclectic !,1. Broadwayl The
Poor and trendy meet on the street" by craig Maclnnis is more
upbeat. Evidence of a new resurgence by the new middle class is
apparent inspite of the presence of a large urban underclass.

Frank Johnson, Core Area Report, Institute of Urban Studies,
l,Ji nni peg , 1 979.-
A review of land use changes in each inner city certain'ly shows thjs.
A reporter in the Globe and Mail,October 15, 1983, stated that thecity of roronto has lost over 400 acres of industrial land in the
past decade. Meanwhile, in vancouver, since the ear'ly 70's nearìy.l,000 

acres of industrial land has been lost to residential and
commercjal development in the False Creek area. The situtation is
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qui te di f ferent i n l,li nni peg. Here there has been I i ttl e pressure
to develop the raiìway lands. Curious'ly enough what industrial
land that has been redeve'loped has been used to house residential
developments for the working cìass and underclass: i.e. North of
Logan and the Midland spur (besÍde the,Freight House) redeve'lopments.

This comes out clear'ly in a survey carried out by Toronto city
planners. In Toronto they found that although the popuìation had
fallen by 14% the amount of residential space had remained the same
and that the value of residential land had risen dramaticalìy. This
occurred because of the increased demand for residential space by
the new middle class. Toronto Real Estate News, Apri'l g, 1lgBZ.

Here the area of reference is the City of Toronto proper.

Since the city of Winnipeg is no longer a distinctive reference point
for the inner city the boundaries employed by the winnipeg core Area
Initiative have been used. Consequently the areas referred to include
most of the oìd city of !,Jinnipeg which was built up prior to the
Second World War.

D'ispìacement has been most serious in Toronto and Vancouver. Between
1976 and ì979 planners estimated that 4,000 residential unìts were
lost through deconversions in Toronto (Toronto Star, August 9, lggz).
Furthermore, they claimed that between 1,200 and 3,000 units were
now being ìost annually to deconversions (Toronto Star, April, lgB2).
As a result of these deconversions the housìng market for the urban
underclass has been severely disrupted. An entire housing market
which served this population, the roomi'ng house, has almost compìeteìy
disappeared from parts of the downtown. Even the working cìass has
been affected with waiting lists for subsjdized housing approaching
10,000 (Toronto Rea'l Estate News , Juìy I , I 983) . The pro'Ui em has
even become serious enough to threaten segments of the mjddle class
housing market in the inner city as a controversey over the conver-
sion of the colonnade apartment building on Bloor Street to a hotel
reveals. Planners calculated that 6,500 (mostly middle class
apartment units) other apartment units were similarly threatened
(Toronto Star, Juìy .l3, 

lg83).

Toronto Real Estate News, July l, lg8l, Planners have claimed that
there are over 7,500 homeless single people in Toronto - mosily as
a result of displacement and unemployment.

15. Frank Johnson, Core Area Report, Institute of Urban Studies

ll.
12.

13.

14.

t
l^Jinnipeg, ì979.-
Evidence of this can be gleaned from newspaper accounts complaining
of redlining in Winnipeg's inner city. Many consider this as evidence
of negative disp]acement or active disinvestment. See Fred Young's
"Lenders develop discrimination in North Winnipeg mortgages",
L{innipeg Free Press, April 17, 1985.

.l6.
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17. Lori Bell, a neighbourhood activist and community representative for
one inner city conmunity in LJinnipeg c'laimed that renewal policies
were favouring Yuppies at the expense of low income families.
t.linnipeg Free Press Apriì 21, l9B5 in Patrick Mckin'ley's article
" El I i c€:âFêô renewal pl an bl asted" .

t8 The diversity of projects covered by the W'innipeg Core Area Initiative
is partly explained by the inconclusive balance of class forces jn
l,Ji nni peg' s i nner ci ty. Therefore there is something for everyone:
capital (

buì ì di ngs
North Portage i.e. involving expropriation of small
for large scale commercial structures and hi gher density

uses); the new middle class renovation of the t,'larehouse District
into an enclave of conspicuous comsumption - it is hoped - and the
provision of apartment and "European Styled shops" in the North
Portage development scheme); the working class (the restoration and
redevelopmeni of the North Logan ãtea - noîe-The apartment buitding
constructed for the North Logan Community near Logan and Ellen is
quite basic and modest compared to
be constructed for the new middle c
and, fina'lly, the urban underclass
programs, a new Sa vat

the housing unìts that are going to
lass in the North of Portage area)
(represented by work and training
ding on Logan Ave.). If expenditureson Army u

are comDared it would appear that capìtal and the new middle class have
been the major beneficiaries so far, inspite of the strong demand for
resources made by leaders of the cíty's working cìass and urban under-
class populations.



CHAPTER THRET:

THE EMERGENCE OF THE NEI,I IîIDDLE CLASS AS A CLASS FOR ITSELF -

THE SOCIAL AND IDEOLOGICAL BASE

In such a cìtg, thìck with gags and guppies (San
ErancÍsco), the sÍniTaritg between those two d.emo-
graphic subsets is striking. An unexpected. notion
occurs. YuppÍes a.re, jn a sense, hetrosexuaL gags.
Among niddle cl,ass peopJe, after aLJ, gags formed.
the original two income househoLd anèl were the
original gentrifiers, Èire orÍginal bodg cultists
and dapper heaLthclub devotees, the trend.g home-
¡nakers , the tefined chíJdless wotLd. trar¡eJ.-Z.ers.
YuppÍes mereLg appended the term lifestgTe and put
a conventional sexual. spin on things.

Kurt Anderson (Tine, JuJg L6, j9g4)

Introduction: I'lhy an economic analysis is not sufficient

In chapter two the economic preconditions for the new middle class

were established. Their latent and potential economic power was also

measured by looking at their capacity to displace others in the inner

city. But this is not the entire picture. Aìthough these economic

condit'ions are necessary, they are not sufficient conditions. As will be

shown a social base is needed to activate this latent economic potentìa'l.

Without such a base the sp'lintered elements that make up the new middle

class would have been unable to form a commom ideology which underpinned

the new urbanism as it is known today.

The new middle class needed an ideology of the city which they could

identify with, one which could ìegìtimize the new social relations they
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had developed as weìì as acknowledge to others that they had arrived,

that they were legitimate and deserving of respect. That the space this

class was to construct in the inner city came to reflect this, we will

see in describing how the new middle class transformed the zone of d'is-

card (as Chicago theoriests would have put it) into a zone of priv'i'lege

and status. I

As far as the development of the new middle class is concerned, in

chapter two we saw that thjs class can be identified by econom'ic measure-

ments, but at this stage it only reveals that thjs class is a distin-

guishable economic category rather than a social class. llljthout some

socia'l impetus, the existence of the new middle class at the economic

level does not guarantee their resettlement of the inner city. Places

like Calgary and Houston, for example, have huge office sectors and a

'large new middle cìass, but these cities have not experienced massive

resettlement by the new middle class. In these two cities the new middle

class are still governed by the paradigms of the old middle class, a

paradigm which saw middle class identity submerged under capital's

hegemony, where compiìance rather than resistance marked the relations

the new middle class entered into with capital.

This is reflected in the kind of space the new middle class in

Ca'lgary and Houston stìll inhabit. Like their predecessors in the 1950's

they sti'I1 live in the suburbs v¡here the first generation of the new

middle class moved en masse after the war. Then the new middle class did

not exist as a social class. It was a new economic category which emerged

wìth the new divjs'ion of labour that accompan'ied the rise of the multi-

national corporat'ion and the welfare state. Hav'ing no identify of jts own
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it wilìingly accepted the auto-oriented suburbs constructed for it by

capital. These suburbs were status symboìs of a conformist new middle

class which saw its well-being in the economic and social order deveìoped

for it by capital. The new middle class had their families and were

suitably rewarded. As one critic, Whyte,2 commented - this was the era

of the man in the grey flannel suit.

In cit'ies like Calgary and Houston, this conformism did not end when

the second generation of the new middle class emerged out of the counter

culture of the 1960's. It remained fixated with the conformist vision of

its first generation predecessors. As a result, the new urban culture in

these two cities remained under-developed. Therefore the new middle class

did not emerge as a strong socjal force in these two cities.

This example shows that if we are to understand the relationship the

new middle class has to urban revitalization, more than an economic

analysis is required. The social forces which transformed the first
generation conformity of the new middle class into the non-conforming

behavior of the second generatíon must be examined. An economic anaìysis

cannot provide insight into this process. In this instance social rela-

tions and ideology play a determining role in the class formation of the

new middle class. They provide the key for unlocking the reasons why the

new middle class chose to resettle the inner city rather than inhabit

some other space.

Historically, the transition stage occurred in the .|960's, 
when the

new middle class began to question the familial and suburban values which

hitherto dominated. A new social space was created, usually in the

inner city, near a 'large university campus. upon this non-conforming
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base the ideology of the new urbanism arose. This set the stage for

middle class struggles in the inner city, as they attempted to embody

these 'new values in the physica'l space they inhabited.

The establishment of non-familial relations as the dominant aspect

of the social space in the inner city, and the generation of an anti-

suburban, pro-urban ideology out of these relations, which stressed con-

spjcuous consumption in terms of lifesty1.,3 *..u fundamental for the

emergence of a disiinguishable new middle class. The struggle for space

in the ínner citywherethese relations might freely be lived out therefore

became a class struggle. The inner city became the homeland for the new

middle class. This re-orientation was clearly expressed in the urban

ideology the new middle class developed to justify their expropriation of

inner city space and its reconstruction. As shall show in chapter four,

these struggìes shaped the very way space was constructed and produced.

Thus the major emphasis in this chapter will be on the transformation

of the social relations of the inner city. Data in Diagram Two will show

how the'inner city began to diverge from the rest of the city socially and

ideologically. 0ver time a new popu'lation developed. The inner city

became more concentrated with people that had had a university education.

Also non-familial 'living patterns became dominant. Together these two

factors produced a population with interests and demands which differed

substantial'ly from the suburbs. Through these social relations the new

middle class became a separate social class. From this social base it
developed a new ideology about the city which made it self conscious of

itself as a distinctive entity. This social and ideologica'l transformation

also allowed the new middle class to break away from capita'l and establish

its own culture"
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A) DEMOGRAPHIC TRANSITION*
l -Popu1 ation 1970-1976
2-No. of households 1970-1976
3-tlo. of fami l i es .l 

970-1976

B) SOCIAL TRANSITI0N**'l-Percentage of total inner
city population with
university degree

2-Percentage change between
I 970 and I 976

c) FOUR MAJOR iNNtR CITY
GROUPS RELATED TO THE

NEhI URBAN CULTURE***
I -Non-fami ly (predominantly

singles)
2-Elder1y population
3-Ethnic population
4-gay population: Traits
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THE SOCIAL BASE OF THE NEId MIDDLE CLASS

TORONTO

-ll.0l%
+0.90%
-7.76%

1970-1976

11.5%-17 .7%

approx. 30%

VANCOUVER
-5.58%
+3.70%
-6.83%

1970-1976

13.9%-21%

approx. 40%

t^JI NNI PIG
-13.56%
-5.59%
-13.0%

1970-1976

7%-12.7%

approx. 50%

+8.41%

-4.11%
'i ncreas i ng
undevel oped/
di spersed

1970-1976 1970-1976 1970-1976

+17.86%

-2.05%
decreas i ng
devel oped/
concentrated

+19.52%

+1.82%
decreas i ng
devel oped/
concentrated

* Data base came from statistics Canada. Inner city figures for Toronto
and Vancouver coincide mostly with the boundaries of these two cities.
For tlJinnipeg the inner city boundary approximates the old city of
1llinnipeg, which was ama'lgamated with its metropolitan area in .l97.l.

** "The Canadian City l97l -1976: A Statistics Handbook", published
by CMHC was a source for data used in parts A and B of Diagram Two.

*** Non-fami]y and el derìy stati sti cs came from Stati st'ics Canada. Ethni c

and gay des'ignations refer more to the period between 1976 and the
present. Raw data from the Bl (not published at the time) census was

used along w'ith the impressions ga'ined from these figures by planners
and researchers looking at these trends. This r^ras the basis for the
designations given.



Symbolicaìly the city came to represent the new middle class while

the suburbs maintained their symbo'lic role as creatures of post-war

capi tal i sm. , More preci se'ly capi tal stood for mass consumpt'ion , the

familial values of the suburbs.and .standardized ways of living which

connotated subservience to large scale bureaucratic organjzations. By

contrast the new middle class stood for specialized, highbrow consumerism

which the city symbolized. T'he city also connotated individualism and

non-conformity. So non-famììy relations dominated rather the familial

order which was the norm in the suburbs. This oppositìon therefore

became the activating principles for the establishment of an identity for

the new middle class in the inner city. In turn these principles became

one of the ideo'logical underpinnings for post-modernism, which became

the architectural and pìanning bìueprints for the construction of a new

kjnd of physica'l space in the inner city for the new middle class.

The New Míddle Class Identí t.y: Stati stical profi le.

Looking at popuìation figures, in Diagram Two, it becomes apparent

that all three cities reg'istered substantial population declines between

1971 and I 976. t'lhi I e the number of fami I ies dropped si gni f i cantly, the

number of househol ds i ncreased, partjcul ar'ly non-fami ly househol ds.

These statistics indicate that the inner city was becoming more attractive

to non-family households and at the same time less attractive to family

households. Between l97l and 1976 the inner city populations of Toronto,

vancouver and hlinn'ipeg fell, the drop ranged from s to l3 percent.

Similarìy, the number of family households declined as fast or faster

than the general rate of decline, the range in the three cities varying

from 6 to ì3 percent. Meanwhile, in each city the singles population

rose between I and l9 percent (Diagram Two).
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In all three cities the populations were clearly in a state of

transition. Families were abandoning the inner city for the subunbs and

the inner city was fast becoming a zone of discard. Into this vacuum

came the new middle class. They refashjoned this neg'lected space and

produced a non-familial culture of conspicuous consumption. Because no

one cared about this space, the freedom to experiment with new social

relations became possible, especia'ì'ly with the counter culture which

generated the middle class singles sub-culture.

In time these negative qua'lities became positive cultural features

and investment in these areas rose. However this happened only when the

new middle class u,as able to take over these areas. They were successful

in Toronto and Vancouver but not in l^linnipeg. Household figures and

university statistics show this to a certain extent.

Using household figures as a surrogate measure of a middle class

presence in the inner city, we see that the number of households rose jn

both Toronto and Vancouver between l97l and 
.l976 while the population and

the number of families decreased. The figures strongly point to a middle

class influs into this space. In winnipeg, bJ contrast, the number of

households (Diagram Two) actually declined between l97l and 1976 and the

concentration of university educated people remained well below the levels

recorded in Toronto and vancouver. significantly, winnipeg has not

developed much of a middle class singles sub-culture. The ínner city has

continued to remain a zone of discard and an area of social patho'logy in

the minds of its middle class. As a result, until quite recenily con-

troversies stemming from a singles culture for the new middle class have
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been rare in Winnipeg and its concerns have received little attentjon by

the body politic.

Four Sub-Groups: The non-familial base of the inner city.

By the late 70's there were four identifjable social groups which

had formed niches in the inner city and come to play a part in the new

urban culture. 0f the four only one, the ethnic group, was family

oriented. The singles, gay, and e'lderìy popuìations were al'l non-family

oriented. t^lhile all four social groups were compelmentary to the con-

struction of a new culture onìy two groups, the singles and gay groups,

were strict'ly m'iddle class manifestations. The elder'ly and ethnic groups

were independent or outside of the new middle class (and the transformation

which took pìace within it) yet in sp'ite of themselves a'lso part of the

social coalition that developed in the inner city.4

Until the 1960's all these groups were considered marginal or

deviant. Their traditional concentration in the inner city, in the zone

of discard, was the physical measure of their marginaì status. This was

reflected in academic and popuìar discourses on the inner city where

comparisons between city and suburb were couched in terms of pathology,

poverty and failure for the inner city and success, prosperìty and whole-

someness for the suburb.5 Cultural]y the inner city was colonized by the

suburbs. There was little in the way of positive self definition.

Socialìy and economicalìy the suburb dominated the inner city and city

dwellers had to labour under the definitions foisted upon them by subur-

banites. Wjth the resettlement of the inner city by the new middle class

this changed.
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The new middle class took up the social forms and mores once

associated with a number of marginalized groups living in the inner city.

Consequently they took up their causes. Ì^lhat were once considered social

prob'lems now became social causes. Si ng'les 1 i festy'les, si ngl e parent

families (once so'leìy identified with the ìower classes), gay lifestyles

and feminist groups emerged. This formed the brew out of which the social

relations and the ideology of the new middle clus u.or..6

By adopt'ing non-family values, along with bits and p'ieces of the

various ethnic cultures these subordinated or counter cultures obtained a

degree of legitimacy they never possessed before. This social and

cultural re-alignment soon made itself felt in inner city pc'litics.

Politicians were nobJ forced to accomodate this new culture. Thus the new

middle class became an ident'ifiable social force as well as an economic

one. While the economic aspect of the colonization of the inner city

might be the regressive moment of the new urbanity, the re-articulation

of ethnic and non-familial reìations as legitimate alternative ways of

life was certainly its progressive moment.

The traditional middle-class ideology which once dominated both city

and suburb dissolved as the second generation of the new middle class

socially distanced itself from its parent culture.

These alternative social relations were the basis for development of

a separate consciousness of the city as something physicaì'ly and socially

different from the suburb. Out of this arose the new urban ideologies,

spawned by theorists such as Jane Jacobs (.l962), Fischer (1976), Gans

(1962), Firey (1945), and Cox (.1965), which were later to set off the city

suburb dichotomy in struggles over the built envjronment.
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The new middle class labelled themselves as sophisticated urbanites

and naturally regarded the suburbanites as reactionaries. Attempts to

impose suburban values and aesthetics on the inner city were therefore

strong'ly resjsted. Aga'in these conflicts became the most severe in the

cities of Toronto and Vancouver as they had the largest and most developed

non-familial cultures as well as the strongest urban middle class popu-

lations. In Winnipeg, with its weaker middle class and less deveìoped

non-familial culture these divisions did not emerge in such a sharp

fashion. Suburban perspectives still dominated the aesthetic and value

systems of the inner city. So'if prob'lems arose they were dealt with in

the traditional way. Either they were considered as patholog'ies in need

of control or surveillance or blighted'landscapes in need of clearing and

redevelopment.

Not surpris'ing, a comparison of the four major groupings in Diagram

Two show that in Toronto and Vancouver, the two middle class groups

increased much more than they did in l,,linnipeg. For instance the singles

population, as measured by the non-farn'ily category increased by 20% tn

Toronto, lS% jn Vancouver but only 8 1/2% in t,linnipeg between l97l and

1976. Similarly, Toronto and Vancouver developed into centres for gay

culture with extensive social and commercial institutions to serve th'is

community. In contrast l.linn'ipeg's community rema'ined small and under-

developed, with little if any evidence of commercial development.T

The non-middle class components showed less divergence in each city,

as would be expected, since their development reflected general demograph'ic

and immigration trends which lay outside of the scope of developments

taking place with the new middle class in the city. In all cases the
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percentage of elderly peopìe in the inner city increased. Except for

Vancouver this increase was accounted for by the fact that the elderly
population declined less rapidly than the population as a whole. In the

same period of time Vancouver experienced an absolute increase of 1.BZ%.

Thjs discrepancy might be accounted for by the role Vancouver p'lays as a

retirement community.

Forecasters expect the over 65 popu'lation to continue to rise until
..,^ì 1 L^.,^-l ¿L^ ¡...^- ^¡ ¡r- ^we i I Deyonû rne r,ui'n 01 -Lne cen-Lury so this group can be expecteci to play

a larger role in the culture of the inner city, particu'larly since they

show a greater propensity to ljve in the inner city than any other age

group besides single young adults.S Since displacement has already

affected this group in Toronto and Vancouver the elderly are beginn.ing to

organize into an active interest group which may eventual]y have a con-

siderable impact on inner city po'litics and development schemes proposed

in the future.9

In Winnipeg the situation is different. Since the eìder'ly are one

of the few groups willing to live in the inner city at this point in time

they may become the agents of active urban renewal in 'Winnipeg rather than

its victims, as seems to be the case in Toronto and Vancouver. provision

of more housing for the elderly and an adequate service and amenity

infrastructure for them might help stabirize the inner city as a p]ace

for peop'le to I i ve i n.

The ethnic popu'lation has played a key ro'le in both the evolution

and conservation of the Canadian inner city. In Toronto and Vancouver

its influence has peaked. The inner city will no'longer Þe the entry
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poìnt for immigrants because of resettlement by the new middle class and

the pressure pìaced on inner city property values by the expansion of

capital. In tllinnipeg this is not the case. Ethnic groups may stil'l play

a vital conserving and even revitalizing ro'le, particularly in the case

of recent Chinese inrn'igration.l0

A brjef review and comparison of post-war immigration trends in

Canada and the United States should shed some light on the role thjs

group has pìayeci as conservers of the inner city and facilitators of micidle

class resettlement in Canada. It will also high]ight one of the maior

social factors lying behind the relative stability of the inner city in

Toronto and Vancouver compared to the steady post war deterioration in

tlJi nn'i peg .

Migration patterns in American and Canadian cities differed sub-

stantia'lìy during the post war years. In Canada foreign immigrat'ion was

responsìble for most of the influx. As Bourne (Toronto StarAugust B, .l982)

and others have noted, most inunigrants uJere stable house-proud peopìe

with upwardly mobile aspirations. They took over and maintained the

inner city neighbourhoods which were being abandoned by the 'indigenous

working and middle class populations. The United States was a different

story. l'ligration into the inner city invo'lved the movement of blacks and

hispanics rather than foreign immigrants. They constituted an urban

underclass rather than an upwardly mobile working class population. As a

result of their marginal economic status they were unable to maintain the

neìghbourhoods they occupied. In turn working class and middle class

residents rema'ining in the inner city felt threatened by them and a mass

exodus followed.
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Thus jnner cities in the United States experienced rapid deteriora-

tion and abandonment while inner cìty areas in Canada's largest cities

were conserved. This had an impact on middle class relettlement in both

nations. It was much easier to do in Canada since no underclass threatened

the well being of the new middle class or their property investments. Also

the build'ing stock was better maintained. This allowed more spontaneous

resettlement in Canada as less capital was needed. So government aid

w¿s not as necessary. Nor were alliances with cap'ital as common. Market

pressures generated by the economic power of the new middle class were

usualìy sufficient to disp'lace the lower class populations. In the Unjted

States the ghettoes formed by the underclass usually represented too great

an obstacle for the new middle class to confront alone. Collusion with the

state and cap'itaì was often necessary. This is one reason why the new

middle class in Canada obtained more autonomy and so emerges as a more

distinctive social and poìitical force in the city. Contrasted with the

United States, the Canadian new middle class were able to carry on a

peacefuì relationship with the classes they would later usurp ìn the inner

city. In fact the ethnic populations in the city re-educated the new

middle class and helped it adapt to the inner city. In this way the new

middle class adopted the outdoor-pedestrian culture of the immigrant

population and turned it into a signature of their own class on the

urban landscape wherever they resettled.

It is .interesting to note that foreigñ imm'igration has increased

dramat'ically in the United States during the 70's and 80's. The areas

settled by these immigrants have undergone substantial rehabilitation.

Large areas in L.A. have undergone a transformation as a resuit. Even
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abandoned ghetto areas have been revived by new inrnigrants. The Portugese

have renewed the anvil area of Newark for instance. Another example would

be thdøreeks in downtown Detroit.
F

l.linnipeg's similarity in this regard is interesting. It did not

participate in the post war wave of foreign immigration to the extent

that Toronto and Vancouver did. Immigration patterns lvere far closer to

those in the United States. Like the United States the distinguishing
€^â+,,-^ ^€ *^^1 ..^-:**.:^--+: ^ tL^ l.^.:¡¿ ^f - 1^.-^^.,.-L r^--^1^-^lEquuttr ul PU)L wqr ililr¡rYf aLrur¡ wcl> Llru ul r rL ur cl tdt9c uluclft uiluel'utd55

fi" form the impoverished hinterland. Rather than blacks and hìspanics, they'; .:
''.'t..-.....-"''

were natjve Canadiansfor the most part.

Because the social-economic makeup of [Jinnipeg is closer to urban

America or the pre-war conditions of the Canadian city, the role of

ethnic groups in conserving and revitalizing l,linnjpeg's inner cìty shouìd

increase rather than decrease. The most promising deve'lopments wi1'l

'likely be with the Chjnese community. The development of Chinatown may

well spark renewed investment in this abandoned area and therefore lower

the resistance of the new middle class and cap'itaì to investment in

renewal ventures in the vicinity.

By contrast Toronto and Vancouver will likely experience decline in

the ethnic mix of their inner city neighbourhoods. Except for Chinatown

most of their inner city neighbourhoods will be taken over by the new

middle class. High property values in both cities and the decline in

the number of foreign immigrants entering Canada have reduced the attrac-

tiveness of the inner city in these two instances.
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As stated earlier the two most visible social groups which arose out

of the middle class ferment of the counter culture were the sing'les and

gay subcultures. þJhen these non-famiìy oriented middle class peopìe ìeft
the universities they installed themselves in the inner city rather than

the suburbs. A whole new jnstitutional comp'lex arose in the inner city
to serve them. The most significant development perhaps was the emergence

of a popular arts community.ll Instead of sports arenas, school yards and

churches, which were the mainstay of the domestic culture of suburbia,

participation in art culture became one of the most important leisure

activities of peopìe living in the inner city.

Art provided entertainment and status to the new middle class and

proved to be a cataìyst for retail investment by the new middle class.

The boutique and cafe culture of Yorkville and Granville Island testify
to this. All this was possible with a well educated new middle class

which did not have its time or income taken up with child rearing and

other associated domestic duties of suburban living.l2 In the span of a

decade and a half a whole new arts economy had grown up in the Canadian
't1

inner city,'' which was, for the most part, non-existent in the earìy 60's.

Up to this point the unjversities were the only pìaces where high culture

had a foothold and enjoyed a regular audience. curiousìy enough the

arts experience became a unifying force among the new middle cìass, as it
was in the universities that most were first exposed to the arts. Along

with regular socialization at the university the education experience of

the university became the social cement of the new middle class. Common

outlooks and habits of consumption were deveJoped here which later had an

impact on the type of consumer culture that developed in the inner city.



Thus the exposure to high cuìture in the universities produced a

strong identjfication with the arts by the new middle class. This art

culture they later transported to the,inner city where they used it as a

new status dress to dist'inguìsh themselves from supposedly ìess cultivated

suburbani tes.

Finally the gay sub-culturel4 *u, the other new middle class social

formation to emerge. Like the singles popu'lation they were c'losely

associated with the development of the arts commun'ity and the evolution

of the inner c'ity reta'il and entertainment economy centered around con-

sp'icuous consumpt'ion. Even more than the sing'les sub-culture the gay

population reveals the anti-famjly bias of the new urbanism. Be'ing

farthest away from the family culture of suburbia the development of the

gay community can be read as an accurate barometer of the new urbanism in

any ci ty.

It'is no accident that the strongest gay communities in North

America are atso the key centres of the new middle class urban culture.

Ner,¡ York, Washjngton, D.C. and San Francisco have the strongest gay

communities in the Un'ited States. Not suprisingly they also have the

strongest new middle class electorates and the most developed urban

culture. Similarly, Toronto and Vancouver are the dominant centres 'in

Canada for gay culture. In all these cities gay rights issues have

emerged as important election topics at the local, provincial and national

levels in the inner cìty. Noticeably, gay culture is not well deveìoped

in Winnipeg and this questìon has not yet become an impor:tant issue.
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In social and demographic terms the gay community represents the

new urbanism in its purest form. Certainìy it is the most distant from

the familial order of the suburbs. Also no other group has their dis-

cretionary income. This explains why they have often been the most

innovative group in the new middle class. Usually they have been at the

forefront in the resettlement of the inner city and innovation leaders

in the boutique/art/cafe culture as a result. Perhaps no other social

group has been as successful in commercializing bohemian culture and

therefore mak'ing it accessible to the rest of the new middle class.

No other social group is so concentrated in the inner cìty and

therefore so identified with it.ls The movement of this culture to a

position of respectability and power provides the best exampìe of the

cultural transformation wrought by the new middle class. They were able

to reverse the perception of pathology so'long associated with this group

and the places where they worked and played (i.e. the zone of discard).

Using the ideology of community and civil rights (borrowed from the civil
rights movement in the United States), middle class gay activists were

able to re-articulate the repression of the gay sub-culture into a battle

for the protection of a viable community, entitled to the same protection

as any other, and also as a fight against the denial of civil liberties.

By successfuìly articulating these relationships in terms of social

oppress'ion instead of jndividual pathoìogy, particular'ly in terms of

community, gays deployed potent ideologica'l weapons which gave them access

to powerfu'l alliances formed by the liberal new middle class in the inner

city. In the same way, other social relations were legitimized and the

struggle for urban space justified.
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Concept of Community: The transformation in values which accompanied
the transition of the inner city populatìon.

The new middle class used the concept of community in a paradoxícal

and subversive fashion. The creation of a nevv non-famiìy popuìation in

the inner city gave them a social and po'litical base to manipuìate

traditional ideologica'l precepts and create new ones. In the case of

commun'ity for instance, middle class dissidents successfully inverted the

way this concept was used by c'lassical sociology. For instance theorists

of the Ch'icago school centered their definitions of normal and patho'logical

states around the strength of commun'ity. When it was absent, social

pathology was pred'icted. Likewise, evidence of community was perceived

in a positive light, a sign of health. Consequentìy marginal groups were

defined as commun'ity-less. Their behavjor was therefore considered as

examples of personal pathoìogy rather than social oppress'ion. During the

60's the appìication of these terms reversed, and in one strugg'le after

another the new middle class successfulìy mobilized itself around the

concept of community to protect the non-famjlial relations they were

develop'ing and the urban space they were resettling. Communjty became to

the new middle class what patriotism was to the nation state: a means of

defining itse'lf and mobilizing against the instrusions of outsiders.

According to the level considered, the effect was progressive or

regressive. 0n the social plane the effect was progressive. The fìght

for community became instrumental in the strugg'le for more personal freedom.

0n the economic plane the concept of commúnity was often used to legìt'i-

mize wealth or the preservation of privilege.

This new symboìism increased the social rift between city and suburb

in Canada. t'Jhile this conflict scarceìy emerged in Winnipeg very d'ifferent
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was the case in Toronto and Vancouver. Here the new middle class

successfuì1y articulated a new urban ideology which encorporated

ideological elements taken from the four groips just mentioned, bring'ing

the disparate elements of these together under the rubric of community.

Nowhere has this been more apparent than jn Toronto. Norm Snider'

a reporter for the Globe and Mail (March 12,1983), summed the situation

up when he stated that the relations between the city of Toronto and its

suburbs were almost'in a state of civil war: with "urban liberalism

agaìnst the tory small town attitude of the suburbs".

In this way city and suburb became ideologjcal antipodes. The

distinction became an active point for self-identjfication by the new

middle class and a way for it to develop autonomy from the cultural

imperatives of corporate capital. So social struggles over ways of living

and settjng new p'lanning priorities became part of the culture of the new

urbanism. This soon found expression in battles over what kind of

envjronment should be constructed in the inner city: a pedestrian street

culture, heaviìy dependent on public transportation, or an auto-oriented

one, dominated by the needs of capita] and suburban values.

The Liveable City: The regime of conspicuous consumption finds physicaì
exprèss'ion in a new urban aesthet 1C.

The liveable city became the design counterpart of the new ideology

of community. This aesthetic became the call to arms for the urban

struggìes of the 70's initiated by the new middle class. It was an

aesthetic which gave the middle class an ideological mechanism to

mobilize around, allowìng them to control capita'l as well as the means

to exclude the lower classes without appearing greedy or self-interested.
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This could be done because the liveable city involved the production of
a high cost pseudo-public space in the city whìch the lower classes could

not afford.

In short the'liveable city became the design shorthand for the new

urbanism: the social and class relations bound up within it. Contradic-

tions between city and suburb, famiìy and non-famiìy ways of tife, con-

sumption and conspicuous consumption, capital and the new middle class
..^.^- ¿L^.--¡----u,ef'e Lfrererure conf,,alneo 1n tne struggles tor the development of this
space in the inner city.

To capita'|, for exampl€, the liveable city entailed some loss of its
authority to produce space unfettered by design reguìations and rigid
density controls. The liveable c'ity was the ideologica'l challenge the

new middle class put forward to capitaì to prevent displacement from the

neighbourhoods it had staked out. The concept of balanced growth

associated with the liveable city also served to protect the pedestrian

street culture of the new middle class from the inroads of the auto-

oriented culture dominated by capitaì.

The liveable city also inconporated quaiity of life varjables which

were used to market non gentrified neighbourhoods to the new middle class.

Central to this t,,las the development of an arts-amenity infrastructure and

the conservation of inner city streetscapes and architecture. Even in

hl'innipeg the new middle class have been successful ín imposing its values

on parts of the built environment, in places lÍke the warehouse district,
for instance. In a more informa'l way this has occurred in the gsborne

Vi ì ìage area as wel I .
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Hence liveab'i1ìty has meant the production of high cost consumer

environments for the specialized conspicuous consumption of the new middle

.ìurr. So cafes repìace drug stores and laundry establishments are

replaced by boutiques, causing utiljtarjan land uses to gìve way to

speci al i zed upscaì e ones.

Urban aesthetjcs are g'iven priority over the everyday needs of the

lower classes, sjnce their consumption is concerned with simple repro-

ductjon rather than status. To the working c'lass still remain'ing 'in the

inner city these priorities have been found to be amus'ing or perpl"*ing.l6

As David Ley commented, ìiveabi'lity means something different to an

individual whose primary concern is survival and another thing if it means

a more aestheticaìly p'leasing environment. l^lhile no doubt it is praise-

worthy to save the city's heritage and therefore preserve its sense of

community and make it more aesthetica'lly pleasing, what good does it do

for people whose homes and jobs are displaced as a result, whose tax

dollars are used to beautify and environment they likeìy wiìl be excluded

from? Meanwhile services and amenities of a more utilitarian sort that

they can use are ignored.lT

This issue certainly poses problems for progressive planners interested

in improving the liveability of the built environment. Toronto and

Vancouver give little hope of an equitable solution to this prob'lem. That

isn't to say that there are no solutions, only that in order for the benefits

of the new urbanism to transcend the limits of its narrow class base a

level of commitment to social justice and altruism not apparent in the

middle class of these two cities so far would be necessary. Winnipeg's

case is different. Its more complex array of classes makes middle class
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alliances with the lower classes more probable for reasons of self interest

rather than some abstracted altruism. If such a poìitical will does come

about" then there is some reas_on to hope that the negative externalities

(djsplacement and social closure) can be minimized while the positive

effects of the new urbanism (improved physical environment, better design,

and Ímproved streetscapes) can be more easiìy spread around to other

cl asses.

Some practical strategìes for this mjght be more control over the use

of semi-public spaces now proìiferating 'in the inner city. Strict adherence

to codes of pubìic access to semi-public retail spaces and laneways would

be one such strategy. Aìready in Toronto this has become an issue in

semi-pub'lic spaces like Eatons Centre, where non consuming citizens are

having to fight for access to publìc space in this development. Even in

l^linnipeg this soon m'ight become a major issue since pìans for redevelopment

in the North Portage area call for the development of two private laneways

which will effect'ively exclude non residents from thei. ,r..lB

0ther measures might take the form of subsidized retail outlets for

bus'inesses serving low income populations or those providing utilitarian

rather than status products and services. Along these lines suitable

reta,il mixes might be mandated for certain stretches of a street. Even

rent control for utilitarian retail outlets might be instituted. For

housing, more provision of pubfic un'its, stricter mixes jn new private

projects are just some of the poss'ibilities. However, many of these

measures are predicated on the po'litical will to intervene and actìve'ly

redistribute amenities and space, as well as cost efficiency. Time is

important. l^lhere gentrification is too far advanced, the cost of buying
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and controlìing the space needed is simp'ly prohibitive and uneconomical.

Fortunate'ly the reaì estate market in l^linnipeg does not preclude this

option yet. Planners and politicians still have the capacity to maintain

a viable mixed and heterogeneous population by making a number of decisive

interventions. In l^linnipeg it'is a matter of political will rather than

the real estate market which may make the difference between who wins or

loses in the redevelopment of the inner city.

Conclusion: The new social base of the'inner city - i.e. the non-familial
Eãse:-anf-the emergence of the Ídeology of the liveable city out of th'is
base.

l^le may conclude this chapter by once again looking at the social base

of the new mjddle class ideoìogy. Figures in Diagram Two show that a

strong middle class singles culture has developed in Toronto and Vancouver.

This becomes apparent when popu'lation, househojd and education statistics

are examined. It also becomes apparent when the four major groups

residing in the inner city are compared and discussed.

When comparisons in each city are made we see that the ethnic

popu'lation of Toronto and vancouver is the only group experiencing a

decline. InterestinglY, of the four groups it is the only one which is

family oriented. l,lhile some parts of the eìder'ly population may have

their growth in the inner city limited by dispìacement and the creation

of high cost living spaces, the generaì prognosis is that thjs part of

the population will become the most significant non-middle class element

Ín the new urban culture. Otherwise it can be expected that the singles

and gay popuìation will remain rooted in the inner city as more household

and infrastructure in the inner city is reconstructed to serve their

needs.
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Dìagrams One and Two show that the new middle class in Toronto and

Vancouver have emerged as powerfuì economic and social forces. In both

cities powerful social coalitions have been constructed around the support

and provisioning of a non-fami]y oriented society. A'long with their
economic standing which allows for a culture of consp'icuous consumpt'ion,

a new ideology'in the city has come into force in the way of the liveable

city. l^lith this means of identjfication the ground was set for the middle

class po'litica'l struggles of the 70's and B0's.

The new middle class, having gained hegemony in the inner city
struggle for the use of space in Toronto and Vancouver, no!{ had to con_

front attacks from the suburbs, where the struggle w'ith capital was dis-
placed to. In winnipeg developments have not yet reached this stage.

Along with a weak economic base, the new middle class has a much weaker

social base. As a result identificatjon with the new urban ideology.is

much weaker. Principles contained within the notion of the liveable

city do not dominate the pìanning discourses like they do in Toronto and

Vancouver. As of yet clear distinctions between the city and the suburb

have not developed. Solutions to urban probìems and the perceptions of

the inner city are still suburban in nature. Until the new middle class

in lrlinnipeg identifies more strong'ly with the inner city and deveìops a

stronger economic base this situation is 'likely to remain.

For these reasons the new middle class in winnipeg is not yet a

distinctive class force. It is just as liable to move to the suburbs as

it is to remain in the inner city.l9 Thjs is certainly refìected in the

weak hoJd the concept of the liveable city has on the reconstruction of

space over the past decad..20 Ironically, lower class groups, aìded by
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some middle class activists, have had greater success in realiz'ing the

vision of the liveable city than the new middle class. For thjsrthanks

must go mainìy to the federal and prov'incial governments, who have

employed elements of this ideology in the reconstruction of low income

environments,'i.e. NIP and RRAP programs for instance. Here is a case

examp'le of a middle class ideology being grafted onto a working class

context with good results. l.lith this in mind there is some room to hope

that a new urban culture which addresses both the needs of the working

class and the new middle class might be possibìe. Unlike Toronto and

Vancouver, the new middle class may not be able to go'it alone in Winnipeg

and may need urban progressives based in the working class to achieve a

new urban vision not tainted with the suburban bias which now informs the

way the inner city is perceived.
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Footnotes

books rev'iew and crit
The Urban uesti on

rl t rca ss S

ique this perspectìve qu'ite well:
14.I.T. Press,1977. C. G. Pickvance,
, Tavistock Press, London, 1976.

rv an the Urban 0uesti on Holmes-l'lei rer,e er Saun l"S ' ac

2

N.Y., 1981.

t{'illiam Whyte. The Organ'izational Man, Doubleday, N.Y., 1957.

The word lifestyìe has become a concept central to the articulation
of a new urban êulture of conspicuous consumption (for the new middle
class). Davìd Marc and Daniel Czitrom noted this in their article
"The Elements of L'ifestyìe" pub'lished in the May 85 issue of The

Atlantic. According to the authors the word was coined by Alderin
îÇTi.-ane word'laid emphasis on the role of the indivjdual as a self
creating and ever changing entity. In the 1960's the word became a

I eg'i timi z'ing concept for i nner ci ty sub-cul tures j n London. Its use
laler spread to the United States, where the concept increasingly
became absorbed by marketing concerns. Media hype was 'large'ly

respons'ible for this new function, establishjng a new ljnk in the
developing cultural industries which was s'ignificant component of the
post-i ndustri al economy. Exp'loi t'ing devi ance, i ntegrati ng ì t i nto
the mainstream, so that it could be marketed became one of the
functional attributes of the new urban culture, one which the gay
sub-cul ture f i gured rather promi nent'ly i n.

Arnol d Mi tchel I ' s " Ni ne Ameri can Li festyì es : Val ues and Soc'i etal
Change"'in the August 1984 editíon of Futurist gives a good idea how

the concept of ìifesty'le is now widely employed as a marketing
strategy. Finally a special issr¡e of New York, May 13,1985 entitled

,, "The Yupper West Side" gives a number of good descrjptions of the
new middle class urban culture that has evolved around the concept of
I i festyl e.

¡ne of the best examp'les of this phenomenon would be the incorporation
of West Hollywood out of the County of Los Angeìes in 1984. Here the
relation between urban space, self identification with an urban sub-
culture (in this case a gay one) and poìitical mobilization becomes

apparent: how the control of space and legitimization of sub-cultures
are related. Significantìy the ethnic population and the elderly
were allies of the middle class gays who pushed for city status. The

December 25n 1984 issue of the Village Voice covers this story rather
welI in an article entitled "A New Gay City" by C.Mjthers.

This perspective goes back to the beginning of modern city planning,
its reaction to the squaìour of the Victorian city. Earìy sociolo-
g'ists, ljke Weber and Durkhejm, who studied the city fel! the same.
Íhis heavily influenced the Chicago school of sociology (that arose
in the 20's and 30's) which defined the way the cjty was looked upon

until Firey, Jacobs and Gans began to provide alternative perspectives.

3

4

5
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The view that the inner city has indeed changed comes out in criticism
of the city given by conservatives. Most recently Roger Starr in The
Rise and Fall of New York City, Basic Books, N.Y.,.l985 puts much F-
the blame on urban liberals, the gays and the ethnic underclass.
Consult the New York Review of Books, May 5, ì985.

Wi nni peg's gay communi ty 'is sti I I extreme'ly underdevel oped for a
American city of its size. No real ghetto has formed yet nor ha
commercial infrastructure serving this community developed. Con
there is little room for cultural self expression without fear o
tive sanctions being applied. In many t{ays the fate of t^linnipeg

North
sa
sequently
f nega-
,S

gay community has mirrored the development of the new middle class:
Low self identjfication and a weak'ly developed commercial culture
sufficiently concentrated in the inner city (read Downtown and Regìona'l
Shopping Centre Retailing in l¡'linnipeg, published by the Institute of
ijrban Stucii es , i 985, whi c
corporate chain or franch
retail component declined
characterized the new midd
boutique market as well.
middle class commercial cu
developments fixed at the

h siateci that retaiiing was ciominateci by
ise concerns. While this component of the
in other cities it rose in Winnipeg.)
le class singles sub-culture and related
Like the gay commun'ity this inner city
Iture remained suspended in time, with
level reached in the early 70's.

B

9

Frank Johnson.
Winnipeg,1979.

Core Area Report, Institute of Urban Studies

This has become fairìy evjdent in Vancouver's West End already. Here
it has become common for gays, single people and the elderly to form
alliances in order to fight for preservation and the improvement of
the built environment. Thus Gordon Price, a well known community
act'ivist in the West End is also a gay activist. Consult the I'lest
Ender, a local community newspaper pubìished in Vancouver for rnore
information on these and related developments. For example, 'in the
October 8, l98l issue the coalition which developed around the issue
of rental accomodation is examined. In a July 5th,1984 issue the
concern is the fate of Denman St. as a local retail strip and who
controls development: the middle class or the corporations.

10. If Main Street does revive it will not be because of the Main Street
Revitalization Group, it wi ll be because of activity 'in Chinatown
spilling over on to Main Street. l^Jith the infusion of thousands of
Chinese immigrants, the possib'ility of significant investment by
scared Hong Kong money and the'lobby'ing of the new'ly created Ch'inatown
Corporation the possibility of the area taking off are stronger than
they have ever been before. Already a Chinese travel agency has
moved from Chinatown to Main Street. and a new retail outlet at the
corner of Main Street and Pacific Avenue, serving the Chinese
popul ati on , i s pl anned. Consul t l,'lal ìy Denni son' s arti cl e enti tl ed
Chinese Entrepreneurs Boost Economy, l.linnipeg Free Press, March 29,
1985 and Gary Hunter's article entitled Putting on a Néw Face: Main
Street wants to by funky not tough, l{innipeg Free Press, May lì,1985.
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The consumption of the visual and performing arts are an integral
part of the new middle class urban culture. For this reason the
arts community has p'layed a key ro]e in popuìarizing prevÍousìy
derelict inner city neighbourhoods. Particuìarly in New york city
this has been the case. However there are strong examples of this
in Toronto i.e. -Yorkville and Queen Street tl. and vancouvert i.e.
Gastown and to a lesser extent, Granvjlìe Island. However belated,
in this regard l,linnipeg seems to be catching up: as Stephen phelps
says in "winnipeg's core and Arts" in the winter l9B4 edition of'
Arts Manitoba - "l{inni
couple of decades its
the dream i n the boomi
It was expected that l.linnipeg would settle quietly into a era of
dimin'ished expectations. But while the branch p'lants strugg'le to
ìive up to their promise and wrestled with the unfamiliar tiauma of
ecoriomie siowciown, 'vriinnjpeg haci been anyihing bui asìeep. Left toits own devices, the city's art scene had been quietly, determined'ly
heating up. In increasing numbers artists, writers and performers
were movi ng i nto l,lí nnÍ peg ' s i nner ci ty, i nto mul ti pì e bohemi an
studios, alternative spaces and various coffee-houses in the old
garment and warehouse district, crowding together like so much
fissionable material on its way to critical mall. what was one a
loose assortment of studios suddenly found itself at the threshold
of forming a genuine colony."

Refer to Time, July 16, 1984.

Mr. Ge]ber, former chairman of the Ontario Arts council, said that
"twenty years ago, you would have needed very few words to tell
the economic story of the arts in canada. But today, in Toronto
alone, more peopìe pay to go to the arts events thañ to attendall spo
is a fa
spin of
cnat. "

rting events combined. That may sound su rprising, but itct. So there is no 'longer 
a ny doubt that the economi cfs from the arts related act ivities are extremel y signi fi -

Bus i ness rterl Fall,1984.)

peg is a city of anticipation. For the past
artists have been signing up for a piece of
ng growth industry called Canadian Culture...

An article in the Economist "Business Brief',, January 23, 1gg1,
documents the rise-õT gay consumer culture. Informaiion-in théarticle shows how this can be related to their non-family status
and discretionary income. The appearance of this commerlial
culture is also related to the appearance of a gay new middle
class - note the figures supplied on the high num-ber of professional
gays involved in this commerical revival.

This does not app'ly so much to female gays. Fork and country
ínfluences have played a much larger role. so the culture is less
commercialized and less identified with the city.

The difference here is !9t only one.of material needs and priorities.
They are cultural as well. This is documented by researchärs like
David Ley (consult footnote 17). This comes out in many socio-
logical texts written about the differences between wor-king and
middle class culture i.e. consult: Henri Le Febvre in Evei.yda.y

.l6.
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Life in the Modern l^lorìd whe re the author chronicles some of the
differences between the middle and working class in France; in an
urban context, with reference to the British and American
experience, soci al and spat'ia1 di f ferences among c'lasses are di s-
cussed in The Ci as a Social stem (unit 7) published by the
ope n Univers n SO term cosmopoìite, used in the
text gives usefuì background to the urban sensibility which informed
the culture of the new middle class in North America. The Working
Class Majority by Andrew Levison, Coward & Georghe
N.Y. talks about the differences between the worki
class in the American city. Similarly Richard Hil

Sociolog'ist talks about the s

gan Inc., 1974,
ng and middle
I 's article

"Race, C'lass and The State: Metropolitan Enclave System in the
United States", in the fall issue (lg8l) of the Insurgent

the United States" by R. Gates and K. Irlurphy in Vol. 5, No. 2,
l98l edition of International Journal of Urban and i onal
Research further e uc ate se erences; t eya SO scus s
ethnic and gay subgroups and their relation to the housing market
in the U.S.

17. Differences between the new middle class and the working cìass
w ldeology of Livabi1ity",are well documented in David Ley's " A

n hers June I 980,Annals of the Association of rl ca
pp e mprovements u t env1 ronment prompted
by the new middle class's concern with I
in Roger Friedland's article "Centnal Ci
public costs of private g rowth", Interna
and Reqional Research , Vol. 5, No. 3, September l9Bl.

Community activists have criticized the North Portage plan
recent'ly released. They felt local concerns were not be'ing
addressed. Not only were the needs of lower income residents being
ignored, residents fe1.! that they wouìd probab'ly be excluded from
participat'ing in tlreuié of the space to be built and the amenities

class, how this is related to
cii vi sion of labour. "Austeri

that were to be offered.
article "North Portage Mal
Press, l4ay 

.l5, 
l9B5)

pat'ia'l behavi our of-TñãìõF-ki ng
the p'lace they occupy in the social

ty, Shel ter and Soc'ial Conf I i ct i n

Ne
Ge r

e
ivability are dealt with
ty Fiscal Strains: the
tional Journal of Urban

tB.

19.

20.

l,li nnÌ Free Press
se or ptem

P. Mcki nl ey' s
. (l^linnipeg Freer

This comes out in a number of real estate surveys done in
l,Jinnipeg. consult back issues of Moving to winnipeg (late 70's
editions in partìcuìar) and Real Estate News in l,linnipeg.

Yql l^lerier, perhaps the best known popularizer of the concept of
liveability in l.Jinnipeg, has documented the backwardness of
urban and political culture in this regard, compared to Toronto
and Vancouver. Consult: Val
"Environment Needs Specific P

Trough Across the Assiniboine
Cover a Sidewalk", October 3,

l,Jeri er tli nni Free Press
rotecti on rc ; ,'A 

HOg
River", November 3, 1984; "Ho!{ to
l9B4; "Saving the Elm Trees of
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l,rlolever Avenue", August 4, l9B4¡ "Pedestrians Get Respect in
Quebec City", June 23, 'l984; "l'linter City", December 23, 1983;
"Portage Place, Transit not Considered", September 3, 1983;
"Historic Conservation in l,Jinnipeg", June 6, Ì983; etc.



CHAPTER FOUR:

THE REALIZATION OF THE NEI,I MIDDLE CLASS

AS A SOCIAL FORCE IN THE INNER CITY -

THE POLITICS OF SPACE

A schism now appears to be deveTopìng between niddTe
cfass groups and those reptesentíng the propertied
poor. The reform victorg of 7972 (Toronto) rdas a
middle cfass victorg - a success for the status q'uo
genetaTTg. For the Tower economic group, the 7972
resufts have 7ed to no real gain. (Tine Magazine,
June 23, 7975)

Introduction: Ideas become action

In chapter three when the fonnation of a new urban ideology was

discussed, we were talking about how changing social and demographic

conditions brought into existence a new mental construct about the city.

But mental constructs do not alter socjal relat'ions by themselves or

produce neh, built environments. When v'Je talk about the actual concrete

built environment, and the struggle to change it, wê are no'longer talking

about ideological acts, we are talking about political struggle. So in

this chapter, when we taìk about the realization of the new middle class

in the built environment we leave behind the arena of ideas for the

domain of political struggle.

Essentially, the main topic of discussion in thìs chapter will be

the struggle of the new middle class to capture control over the local

state apparatus (municipal government).1 In Torsnto and Vancouver the
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new middle class v\,as able to gain control of the local state in the earìy

70's. This dramaticalìy altered the poìitical economy of the inner city.

Becausl of these victories the new middle class was able to re-allocate

civic resources. Resources were shifted away from capitaì and the working

class to the new middle class. Instead of funds be'ing used to subsidize

redevelopment by capitaì or the utilitarian needs of the lower classes,

increasingly civic resources were funnelled jnto projects which supported

the conspìcuous consumption of the new middle class.

In turn control of the local state led to the re-organization of the

municipaì bureaucracy. City planners and middle class community groups

became the major beneficiaries. They became the gate-keepers of the new

urbanism and so the guardians of the liveable city.

Consequently the built environment was significantìy altered in the
.l970's. 

Pedestrian spaces expanded markedly while automobiìe space was

forceful'ly reduced. Street culture experienced a renaissance and mjddle

class aesthetics were incorporated into the reguìations governing the

production of space in the inner cìty. In this way the new middle class

gained control of the production of space in the inner cìty.

[,lith the attainment of poìitical power in Toronto and Vancouver the

new mi dd'le cl ass became a f ul 'ly mature materi al -i nst'i tuti onal 2 
compl ex.

It became a semi-autonomous economic, social and po'litical force in the

inner city, one capable of reproducing itse'lf and protecting its interests.

As was shown in Chapter Two, economic power was not sufficient for the new

middle class to gain hegemony over the inner city. While the new middle

class could displace the lower classes they did not have the economic
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capacity to displace capita]. Gaining control over the local state

solved this economic problem for the new middle class. Politìcal power

was substituted for economic power. So control of the local state re-

aìigned the balance of power in favour of the new middle class and

reined in capital. Since the new middle class became ascendent, the

politics of Toronto and Vancouver have been dominated by struggles over

the production of space between capitaì and the new middle class.

lriinnipeg's situaifon ciiffers consicierabìy. For a number of reasons

the new middle class has not become a pov,Jer block. In part this stems

from its weak socjal base. For this reason the new middle class developed

a weak identity vrhich made mobilization difficult. Thís also produced a

weak attachment to the inner city. This is one reason why Winnipeg did

not experience the inner city in a positive light. This also explains why

suburban values still remain dominant.

The other reason why the new middle class did not develop'into a

poìitjcal force stems from its economic situatjon described in Chapter Two.

We saw that the new middle class in t^linnipeg bare'ly had enough economic

momentum to hold its own against the working class and the urban under-

class - which were invadìng its territory - let alone the strength to

tackle capital. Only outside intervention, from urbanists in the federal

government, enabled the new middle class in l¡linnipeg to make advances.

Otherwise urban politics remained bound in the traditional lg50's mold,

with pro-development interests in command.

As a result there hasn't been a great turn around in civjc priorities.

Spending is dominated by suburban interests and the municipa'l bureaucracy
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has changed very little. l.lhile the stature of city pìanners in Toronto

and Vancouver increased, a middìe class power base simply did not exist

in lrlinnipeg for p]anners to make the same advances. Politically the new

middle class in ï,tinnipeg is stilì in a dependent position. It has not

captured control of the local state and has had to depend on allies in
the federal and provincial govennments for support.

Diagram Three provides a more detailed comparison of the politìcaì
or¡n1 rrlinn nf lha na,., miá.ll^ ^'l .êê i- ^-^!. ^i+., t-.:.^^¡ ¿L^ -c^.-*-r --ai¡rsyv¡ue¡vrr vr Lrrs rrçw ilttuuts Ltq)) lil gquft LtLJ. rll'5L LÍlg luflllcll pullLl-

cal status of the new middle class will be examined. This involves

looking at city counciì to see whether there are elected representatives

of the new middle class. The existence of míddle class parties and

reform minded mayors are other measures of formal politicaì influence by

the new middle class. It will be shown that where their influence is

strong the allocation of civic resources tends to change in their favour.

Therefore, because of the different class base Ín Toronto and Vancouver

spending priorities differ from those in Winnipeg. Thus civic spending

in Toronto and vancouver is more heaviìy weighted to the inner city3

than it is in lrlinnipeg, where suburban and pro-capital interests

domi nate.

The second round of comparisons will deal with institutional

changes arising from control of the local state by the new middle class.

In cjties like Toronto and Vancouver, which have a strong middle class

power base, community groups and city planners tend to pìay a ìarger

role in the regulation of the built environment. The protection of

community and the creation of the liveable city are the ideoìogical

planks of these two groups. Usually they are invoked at the expense of



DIAGRAM THREE

One:
Formal Political Presence
1 -mayors

2-counc'iì members
3-party

Formal influence

Two:
Informal Infl uence
'l -c'i ty p'lanners
2-new pro-urban pìans
3-Zoning a) downzoning

b) aesthet'ic
Informal Infl uence

Three:
Balance of Power
'l 

-pos i ti on of the new mi ddl e
cl ass

2-power
3-major middle class

opposi tion
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THE NEl^l MIDDLT CLASS AS A POLITiCAL FORCE

Toronto
Three:
-Crombi e
-Sewel I
-Eggl eton

Loose majority
Unformul ated

Strong
Passed I 976
Extens i ve
Extensi ve
Strong

Domi nant
Strong
Metro/

capi tal

Strong Strong

Vancouver
Two:
-Phillips
-Harcourt

Majori ty
Team/Cope

Strong
Passed 1976
Extensi ve
Extensi ve
Strong

DomÍ nant
Strong
Provi nce/
capi ta1

Wi nni peg
none

SmalI minority
Tentati ve

(NDP)
Wea k

l^lea k
none
I ncompì ete
Limi ted
Weak

Sub-ordi nate
t,Jeak

City of
l^li nni peg



capital ' embroiìing the city in constant strugg'les between pro-deve'lop-

ment and balanced-growth advocates championed by the new middle class.

Therefore in cities with a powerful new midd'le class there is a tendency

for the power of city planners to increase, with a corresponding decrease

in the control capitaì has over the built environment.

For instance during the .l970's 
new plans were adopted in Toronto

and Vancouver which limited capital's expansion in the inner city. This

..-- 1-.^--l 1i-r--r L-- r-----_-.-!--_wcls tdrgety clucuiltPt tsneq Dy qownzonìn9. rurf,nermore oeslgn conErols were

adopted. These gave p'lanners much more discretionary authority over the

production of ,pu...4 In l.Jinnipeg, however, there has been no reaì

revision to the old city centre pìan adopted in 1969.5 Aìthough there

has been some downzoning and aesthetic zoning their effect has been

rather limited. Moreover, because of failing mobilization of the new

middle class, moves for such reforms have come about externally, rather

than 'internal ly. 6

In contrast to Toronto and Vancouver u,e see that the power base of

the new middle class in l^linnipeg rests in various agencies of the federal

and provincial governments. Unlike Toronto or Vancouver's new middle

class winnipeg's is dependent on outside agencies. As a result it has

far less autonomy. For this reason alliances are much more important in

realizing the agenda of the new middle class in l^linnipeg.

Control of the [.ocaì State

Control of the local state by the new middle class in Canada can be

traced back to the 1972 civic elections in Toronto and Vancouver. Crombie

became mayor of Toronto and Phillips mayor of Vancouver. Unlike Crombie,

however, Phillips rose to power as a leader of a middle class reform
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party whiìe Crombie's power base rested on the support of a ìoose coali-

tion of reformjst aldermen who obtained a majority on council during the

1972 election. Since then the new middle class has had strong and

permanent representation on council. After Crombie.rJohn Seweìl followed

as thd next mayor. Sewell was followed by Art Eggìeton in 1980. Although

Eggleton v'ras more pro-development than Sewell, he still worked wjthin the

middle class agenda established with the election of the reform council

in 1972.

The situation in Vancouver has been much more turbulent. After

Phill'ips vacated the mayor's chair Volrich, an arch opponent of middle

class reforms, came to power. Policies on controììed growth and rapid

transit were altered. Not until Mayor Harcourt came to power were the

po'l i ci es of control 1 ed growth and decentral i zati on re-establ i shed.

Through an alliance of middle of the road (Team and the NDP) and

leftist (Cope) parties the new middle class has been able to maintain

its hegemony within the city.

Winnipeg has not fared so well. Despite attempts to launch a

number of civic reform parties in the early and middle 70's, the new

middle class has never been able to mount a strong challenge to develop-

ment interests. Durirrg the 70's pro-suburban projects injurious to the

downtown were still being regularly approved.T Street life declined as

a resultB and retail activity declined dramatically as one suburban

shopping centre after another was opened.

Only recently has the new middle class been able to establìsh any

sort of politicaì presence. In the September l9Bl edjtion of [.linnipeg

Magazine John Bernard, a reporter, said we were witnessing the.
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greenjng of city haìì.9 Since that time the NDp party has re-aligned

itself closer to the new middle class. Evidence seems to point in the

direction of a new pro-urban power block on council. Because of the

balance of social classes in winnipeg's inner city this emerging power

block does not necessarily signify the new middle class is gaining hege-

mony. Other class interests have had to be incorporated in pro-urban

platforms as well (i.e. daycare, special school funding, low income

housi ng ) .

Their small numbers and relative social and ideologicaì underdevelop-

ment are not the onìy reasons why the new middle class have failed to
take control of the local state in t^Jinnipeg. Political geography has

played a decisive role as well. The restructuring of t^linnipeg's metro-

politan government into one unitary city in 1972 put the new middle

class and pro-urban forces at a disadvantage. The old city of L,linnipeg

was amalgamated wjth its suburbs, eliminating one apparatus of the local

state the new middle class might have been able to control. In this way

the urban electorate was overwhelmed by suburban interests. Toronto and

Vancouver did not face this restructuring. They were able to retain

their status as separate poìitical entities. This prevented them from

being overwhelmed by their suburban counterparts. For, while the new

middle class couìd form a majority of the electorate in the inner city,
this was impossible for the entire metropolitan area.

Reorganization of metropoljtan winnipeg into a single po]itical

entity therefore prec'luded the possibiìity of creating an autonomous

po'lit'icaì structure in the Ínner city which couìd act as a countervailing
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force. By contrast two-tiered government in Toronto and Vancouver made

the political apparatus accessible to the new middle class. They were

able to take over the local state'apparatus of the inner city, because

the non-middle class electorate they had to complete against was limited

and in a state of decline. Unlike their counterparts in Winnipeg they

did not have to do battle with the entire suburban constituency to make

modifications in their built environment.

Control of the Local State and the Allocation of Resources

Control of the state leads naturalìy to a discussion of the alloca-

tion of resources. The contrast between Toronto/Vancouver and hlinnipeg

are strikíng. Millions of dollars in Toronto and Vancouver have been

lavished on the construction of residential and commercial spaces for

the new middle classes. Harbourfront in Toronto and False Creek in

Vancouver show that millions of dollars in government funds have helped

to transform the inner city landscape over the past ì5 years. As well

extensive beautification projects have been carried out in most inner

city neighbourhoods in these two cities. While some of this has happened

in l¡linnìpeg it has been on a much smaller scale and the initiative has

come from outside the city. Usually these programs were initiated by the

federal or provincial governments, who came up with the ideas (i.e.NIP)

and fiscal incentives. In the case of Toronto and Vancouver it was the

other way around.

In terms of taxation and expenditures Toronto and Vancouver have

been in a much more favourable position than lllinnipeg. These two cities

control most of the monies they raise and spend. However, with the

absorption of the city of }'linnipeg into Unicity this control was lost.
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The suburbs gained control. This soon became apparent in the budget.

Accordi ng to l^lal ker and Ki ernan (l 982 , p. 240) :

tlhen the suburban dominated ICEC gained control of the
structure (Unicity) it was able to translate suburban
priorities into those of council as a whole. As a result,
the neg'lect of the core continued and perhaps intensified.

One example these authors give is the 77-78 budget. They found

that 40.5% of the city's capital expenditures were being funnelled into

infrastructure for suburban expansion. The city was spending 60% of its

budget to add 3% to the city's housing stock while it was only spending

40% of its budget to conserve and maintain the remaining 97%. Similar

discrepancies were found in the budget for recreation and culture. In
Toronto and Vancouver the inner city had a clear and very substantial

lead on the rest of the urban area. But in Winnipeg the'inner c'ity was

seriousìy underfunded. While the inner city accounted for 36% of the

city's popuìation it on'ly received 17.4% of the recreation and culture

expenditures (Ì,lalker and Kiernan, p.240, 1982).

ldinnipeg's investment scenario reads more like an American city

where public and private investment flow outside the decaying inner city

neighbourhoods to the affJuent suburbs. Like t,linnipeg these cities had

no powerfuì new middle class to block themovement of funds outsjde the

city. Bill Bunge (.l97.l), a geographer, captured the essence of this

process when he developed a typology for the inner city and suburban

areas of Detroit in the early 70's"

The inner city was defined as the city of need. The suburbs were

called the city of superfìu'ity. He then mapped the flow of public

investment. Bunge's maps showed that Detroit was being drained of
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resources on a massive scale. He concluded that through neglect and the

siphoning off of funds the political system had turned the inner city

into a city of death. The priv'iìeged position of the suburbs rested on

this expìoitation. People condemned to live in the inner city therefore

had their life chances seriously eroded by the space they were forced to

i nhabi t.

' Bunge accurately described the s'ituation of the American urban

unciercì ass anci a poì i ti cai si iuaij on where j n suburban i nieresis dottti na'¿ed

which allowed this condition to arise. Aìthough l.l'innipeg's position is

not nearly so bleak, it is obvjous that since unjcity has been formed

l,linnipeg has steadfastly ignored its inner city, both to the detriment

of the new middle class and the lower classes.

This is certainly revealed in the fiction which has been produced

about the inner city. l0 For instance in Toronto books like The Intruders

by Hugh Garner depict social tensions arising out of the disp'lacement of

the lower class by the middle class in Toronto. Although there are

prob'lems in the inner city the picture presented is not a hopeless one.

By contrast recent fiction about l,linnipeg's inner city pa'ints quite a

different picture. Beatrice Culleton's book April Raintree elucidates

the culture of poverty that p'lagues the urban underclass in l,linnipeg.

She shows that there is a parallel between the city of death in Detroit

and the inner city inhabited by the native Canadian in W'innipeg. The

inner city'is everything the Chicago school said it was, only worse.

Unlike the upwardly mobile ethnic populations that populated Ch'icago's

inner city in the 1920' g the new immigrants of the post war period which

migrated to the American inner city and l^linnipeg's were not upwardìy
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mobile workjng class people, rather, they were a downwardly mobile urban

undercl ass.

Nevertheless¡ although similar the position of the urban underclass

is not nearly as bad as that present in the United States. For one th'ing

the urban underclass in l^linnipeg are better organized. They have also

been more successfu'l in appealing to the provincial and federal levels

for assistance. In part this has counteracted the regressive pol'icies of

-^---.^-*^.^¡^ .-^1,.^:-^ rL^ ^.,**^m¡¡ ^C ñ^r,^h+., in *l.rn l\rnr¡li¡nmany urDaIl 9uveI'fllllgflLS, f-uuuLlll9 Lfltr s^Lf silrE) ur yuvEf r,J ril r,rrs uqtrqurq¡r

city when compared to the United States.

This has actual'ly produced a conrnon ground between the lower and

middle classes in Winnipeg. In order to stem the flow of investment

outwards to the suburbs both classes have lobbied hard to the federal

and provincial governments for compensating measu..r.ll In other citÍes

where the new middle class are dominant such measures would have simp'ly

aided the new middle class at the expense of the lower income groups.

But in l',linnipeg it has been different. Resources have been more evenly

spread among the various social classes residing in the inner city.

What this suggests is that in order to counter the suburban bias of the

local state in tJinnipeg a permanent alliance between the working and

urban middle classes will be necessary'

Because of Winnipeg's political culture the new middle class and

the working cìass have not been able to look to the local state for

support. The City of l,linnipeg still champions outmoded slash and burn

techniques of urban redevelopment. Recent Core Area Initiatives pro-

posaìs show that even where the other levels of government have provided

money for urban renewal the city has been unable to fashion a strategy
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that seriously incorporates the philosophy of the new middle class or

the needs of its lower class population. Controversies over renewal

poìicies in the North of Logan area and the North Portage Central pait<

area show the city still thinks of renewal in suburban terms, and is

still incapabìe of producing urban spaces which do not bear the mark of
.l950's developer mentality and the space extensive suburban culture which

12
1 nl0rms 1 E.

if there is go'ing to be an urban renaissaRec in i'ijnnipeg's ir¡rre'r'

city the new urban culture is likely to be more populist and less elitist
Compared to the middle class cultures in Toronto and Vancouver it will

also probab'ly be less exclusionary. Also the public investment to launch

this culture will probabìy come from the higher levels of government

rather than the local state.l3

For these reasons urban renewal has been more egalitarian in

l,linnipeg. The lower classes have been accomodated here more than they

have been in either Toronto or Vancouver.

/Control of the Local State and the Role of Planners

t.lhen power passed formally to the new middle class in Toronto and

Vancouver two things happened to civic government. First, power was

decentralized to community groups. Second, changes were made in the

bureaucracy. The maior change here was the expansion of the planning

department. This came about as pìanners became the guardians and chief

advjsors of the new urban order. The adoption of new plans combined

with more encompassing zoning regulations (Diagram Three) were the

reguìatory trapping of the new status and authority that pìanners now

had. Being entrusted with the transformation of the built environment
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planners gained much more discretionary authority. Since the power

p'lanners were given rested on the role they performed as the ideologica'l

bearers of the new urban ideology, their rising'fortunes depended on

control of the local state by the new middle class.

l,lith regard to the built environment, they became the surrogate

delegates of the new middle class within the bureaucracy. l^lith the

middle class takeover of the local state in Toronto and Vancouver planners

r ---i---i--- --J-^ r^ ^^-À.-^1 ^..^.^ l^.,^1^^-^-+
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With the new powers granted to them they were able to take over many

development functions which had previously been the soìe preserve of

capi tal .

Planners in Toronto and Vancouver had a por'Jer base and the necessary

ideologìca1 baggage to carry out these duties. In tJinnipeg neither

existed. Its planning department was dominated by an o'ld guard of first
generatìon planners. What few second generation pìanners there were

tended to be isolated as a result. According to one urban activist

recent'ly interviewed, planners involved in NIP have been effectively

marginalised within the department ever since the program was begun over

ten years ago.

Thus, looking at Diagram Three, it is possible to establish a

positive correlation between the status of city planning departments and

the power of the new mjddle class in each city. The evidenee in Diagram

Three certainly points to this.

When the new middle class came to power in Toronto and Vancouver

thei r ci ty pì anni ng departments were radi cal ìy a1 tered. Pol i cy formati on
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became much more important as planners rather than deveìopers took over

many processes involved in the construction of the built environment.

Departments in both cities expanded greatìy. In Toronto, for instance,

the budget for the pìanning department rose from over one million dollars

in 1979 to seven million in 1983. In 1972 there were approx'imately 72

planners, with the victory of the reform movement this increased to 172

(Toronto Star, March 7, lgB3).

.,/ Refei i ing to Diagi.am Tiii"ee again, we see that pìanners in Toronto

and Vancouver received strong mandates to develop neh, plans for the jnner

city. The generaì thrust of these plans was to limit development. Along-

side this, measures to increase the amount of street-oriented pedestrian

space were brought in. At the same time efforts were made to limit auto-

mobile space: by reducing street widths, surface parking lots and the

parking requirements for new office developments so as to encourage the

use of public transport. Both cities set up deveìopment controls for

their downtown areas. This gave planners a great deaì of say in the

des'ign and layout of new developments. Meanwhile all the inner city
neighbourhoods adjoining the downtown were downzoned. The most restrjctive
regu'lations appeared in Toronto. When Mayor Crombie came to power, a 45

foot ceiìing on development was put in p'lace until a new city centre pìan

was developed.

/ìu* Plans and Zoning as Expressions of Midd le Class Heqemony

In contrast to the abstract planning documents which laid the city
out into singìe use areas, the new plans in Toronto and Vancouver were

much more contextual. They refìected the themes of conservation and

controlled growth rather than redeveìopment which had been the agenda
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under which pìanning operated when capita] was in control. So mixed-use

zones were substituted for generaì single zone uses.

In 1976 new pìans for the central areas of Toronto and Vancouver

were passed which incorporated these new elements. Extensive downzoning

occurred. Floor space ratios for the CBD were reduced from l2 to 8 in

Toronto and from 12 to 9 in Vancouver. Aesthetic zoning became more

prominent as development controls were established in many inner city
areas as wel I .

While downzoning was essentialìy a defensive measure to limit the

extent and intensity of development by capitaì, aesthetic zoning represented

an offensive act by planners on behalf of the new middle class. It can

be interpreted as an assertion of middle class hegemony over the built
environment of the inner city.l4 Here is an instance when middle class

values stressing the liveable city take precedence over profit-making

from the maximization of land development rights stressed by capital.

t^lith aesthetic zoning planners directly entered into the production

process of space and were able to put the cost of this intervention into

the production costs of capital. This insured that, in future, space

constructed in the inner city would reflect the values of the new middle

class. AlSo, the added cost of producing this environment indirectly

aided middle-class displacement as high cost consumer spaces rirrí\ln
resulted from these regulations, making the inner city a more hostile

commercial envÍronment for the lower classes.

For the most part p'lanners in l,'Jinnipeg remain withjn the first
generation mold. Traffic planners determirpwhat happens to the built
environment in l^linnipeg to a far greater extent than they do in Toronto
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or Vancouver. Unsightìy barriers (recent'ly put a'long the mid-town

bridge on Donald Street) have been successfu'lly put up all over the inner

city unopposed. Such action in either Toronto or Vancouver would have

provoked an outcry a'lthough they probab'ly would have been prevented by

des'ign controls already in pìace in these two cities. In lllinnipeg, how-

ever, the,city's most important intersection, Portage and Main, was

barricaded to pedestrians, forcing them underground. At the same time

inner city neighbourhoods have been regularly eaten up by ground level

parking lots. Even in areas like 0sborne Vil'lage, where the new middle

class appear to be in control, the fact that sidewalks have been eaten

away to scarcely more than a yard in width in p'laces shows that traffic

pìanners are really the ones in conrnand.

Although there has been some downzon'ing and aesthetic zoning in

Ì,Ji nni peg , thi s was i ni ti ated by the federal government. Downzoni ng arose

out of the NIP program. Federal officials refused to allocate money to

the city unless it instituted some sort of downzoning. Eventually the

city adopted this as standard practice for the inner city. Unlike Toronto

or Vancouver,however, downzon'ing has been a ìong and gradua'l process. In

many areas it is still incompìete, while this was accompìjshed a decade

ago in Toronto and Vancouver.

Curiousìy enough lower class areas in l^linn'ipeg were the first to be

downzoned while gentrifying middle class areas in Fort Rouge and lololseley

were nearly the last. This contrasts with Toronto and Vancouver where

the new middle class were the first to gain from these rn"urrr.r.l5

A similar story emerges for aesthetic zoning as well. Act'ing on

behalf of middle class enterpreneurs who had established the 0ld Market
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Square Association in the mid 70's, the federal government offered funds

to renovate [^linnipeg's warehouse district. Funds were only available if

the city des'ignated the warehouse area as a preservation district.

Reluctant'ly the city complied and l^linnipeg instituted its first extensive

development control area and aesthetic zoning made its debut.l6

Pressures for a new city plan have been building. Again the federal

and provincial governments have been the real movers behind this as well.
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council its ultimate usefulness will remain a moot po'int. The province

claims that the city is not reaìly interested in slowing suburban expan-

sion and revjving the inner city. The province is probably correct.

There'is no strong m'iddle class base in the inner city to pressure city

council to look more favourably on urban issues. Significant'ly, nearly

l0 years after Toronto and Vancouver passed new plans to control over-

development of the inner city Winnipeg hasn't even managed to pass a

plan which would prevent further under-development.

All these examp'les show that the new middle class does not control

the production of the built environment in l,Jinnipeg. Any gains made

have come from urbanists and second generation p'lanners in the federal

and provincial governments. The weak pos'ition of the city plannìng

department in Winnipeg is symptomatic of this. Although part of the

reason for its lack of initiative lies with the p'lanning department's

arrested ideological development, the major reason still has to do with

the economic and social under-development of the new middle class.

Even jf city planners in Winnipeg had successfully made the transi-

tion to a second generat'ion value system thejr ability to initiate
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reform would have been limited without an adequate middle cìass power

base. The fate of the p'lanning department ín Calgary is instructive on

this point. Here planners led by a reforming director, atteinpted to

control downtown deveïopment. A pìan was produced which was promptly

ignored. Developers and conservative members of city council then launched

an attack on the city p'lanning department. The director resigned and the

regulatory say of the department over p'lanning issues was reduced. Finaìly

drastic staff reduction were made under the pretext of economizing city

servi..r. I 7

Non-State Exp ressions of Middle Class Power: Nei ghbourhood Associations

Conrnunity or neighbourhood associations are the other expression of

mjddle class power. Since they have an impact on decjsion makìng they

constitute an informal part of the local state. Some cities like t^linnipeg

have recognized these groups formally in the city charter and some con-

cessions have been made to them in the decison-making process (i.e.

Community Conmittees, and RAGS). hlith regard to the local state, however,

the distinctive thing about these organizations is that they are populist

and relatively autonomous. Depending on who controls them they can

either function as a support group, interest group, or at times, even a

countervailing force with the local state, impeding or expediting poìicjes

established by cÍty counciI or the p1ann'ing departnent.

This has produced contradictions within the new middle class. In

Toronto, for jnstance, these associations pìayed a key role in mobiliz'ing

the new middle class. However once control over the local state was

obtained, the interests of these neighbourhood associations began to

diverge from the formal planning apparatus established by the new mìddle
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class. Magnussen (1982) found that once the local state secured the

defense of an inner city neighbourhood-against the threat of redeveiop-

ment a split often formed within the new middle class. Community

organizations tended to disassociate themselves from the reformers.

Having got what they wanted they were content with the status quo. Their

concerns became ìess generaì and their politics more exclusionary.

Problems have appeared in Parkdale and Cabbagetown, where pìanners

have had to resist pressure from middle class neighbourhood associations

to exclude "undesireables". Sjnce pluralism has been one of the general

philosoph'ical guidelines of the new urbanism, reflected jn such things

as mixed land uses andtheintegration of different income groups, a con-

tradiction emerges here when this ega'litarian aspect of the ideo'logy

comes into conflict with the aesthetic and elitjst aspect of the same

ideology put forward by more conservative elements of the middle.lurr.lS

Usuaily this takes place after the pioneering phase of middle class

resettlement. Then the more conservative members of the new middle

class take over. Unlike their predecessors this group has more of an

eye on beautification projects which will increase property values and

very ljttle interest in the search for diversity wh'ich prompted the

pioneer middle class urbanists to resettle in the first place. Hetero-

geneity and the mixing of social groups, which initial]y was a draw to

mjddle class resettlement, now becomes an impediment. At this mature

stage entrepreneurs know there is a market for urban middle class

communities in the inner c'ity. Community becomes a marketìng concept,

emptied of all content. To them it only exists as a bu'ilt form to be

reproduced and sold as the market dictates.l9 Davjd Lewis Stein
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correctly noted how the new middle class in Toronto had succeeded in

homogenizing the inner c'ity, making two distinct neighbourhoods, Cabbagetown

and the Annex lobk the same Toronto Star( , Apri I 3, I 984).

Planners have responded to this. One result is that they have come

into conflict with cornmun'ity groups when they became too self interested,

threatening the notions of balance and hetrogeneity which planners had

developed an ideological stake in maintaining. Therefore, in their
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tain the self-interested actions of specific fractions of the new middle

class which threaten the legìtimacy of the new urbanism as a liberal and

progressjve force in urban renewal.

In the Parkdale area of Toronto, for example, planners have come

into opposition with representatives of one middle class neighbourhood

association. With the recent influx of the new middle class into

Parkdale the community was divided into two fractions. In the North,

near High Park, a conservative fraction had taken control. This group

became intoìerant of non-middle elements moving in and voiced strong

opposition to the relocation of group homes into the area. To the South,

a more tolerant view prevailed. The popu'lation was more diverse and

here the new middle class had only started to gentrify the area. Because

of this, little opposition developed over the same jssue. Nolan, a

planner for the city of Toronto, expressed the difference in these words:

the new middle class in North Parkdale "is an emerging new right wing

composed of nouveau riche urbanites".20 Nolan's less than positive

statement about this group gives an indication of the divergence which

has developed between fractions of the new middle class within the local

state as resettlement in the inner city matures.
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The sjtuation in hlinnipeg is different. A'lthough these conservative

trends are emerging as the new m'iddle class organizes into community

associations, the negative effects have been, checked. The responsibiìity

for this lies with the lower classes. Because they are well organized

they have been able to resist the exclusionary practices of the new middle

class. Nevertheless, middle class community associations now seem to be

a fixture in the inner city. They are beginning to assert themselves.

Recent action ín Fort Rouge and the l,Jolseley area indicate that they have

developed the capacity to resist unwanted deveìopment.

What remains to be seen is whether these middle class groups will be

able to co-operate with the well organized lower class communities. Un-

like Toronto and Vancouver they are not going to disappear. The new

mjddle class in t,Jinnipeg'is simply not strong enough to displace them and

will eventualìy have to devise some strategy to accomodate them. The

middle class may have to do this, if jt is going to counter the strong

suburban bias towards suburbia and capitaì the local state has. To do

this, conservative and self interested stances taken by the new middle

class will have to be toned down.

Yhetta Gold, a social worker, said thjs about one association:

....the guys who have been s'leeping on the river bank have
been there forever. The onìy reason why peopìe are harass'ing
them right now is that the Riverborne Development Association
has become a very act'ive group. And there have been a coupìe
of things that happened because of the Riverborne Group that
have been very positive, but a couple of things are very
negat'ive. They are striving to make that neighbourhood into a

reaì'ly uptight middle class communìty. Those who are the least
bit non-conformist are becoming less and less comfortable .in
their own neighbourhood. And land values have gone out of
sight. You can't afford to buy ìand in what used to be a rela-
t'ively moderate area. Its working against the kind of counter-
culture that is attempting to live there. Its gone against
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interesting deveìopment because you can't afford to buy
I and.

(Gi I I ies, Duncan, Thiessen, p. Zg, 1983. )

Conclusion: The balance of power

Finally, this discussion of the political culture of the new middle

cìass will be concluded by examining the balance of power as Ít now

stands in each c'ity. A brief look at Diagram Three shows that the new

middle class is now emerging as a po]itical force in Ì,Jinnipeg. unlike

Toronto or vancouver, however, its power base is more evjdent at the

federal and prov'incial levels. The new middle class is only now beginning

to mob'ilize within the local state. Their power is bound to increase,

although2l it tuy be necessary for them to enter into a coalition with

inner-city working cìass communities to counter suburban interests.

With regard to the relationship between the new middle class and

capita] in tlinnipeg, special problems are posed. One reason is that

capital is articulated differentìy in liinnipeg, not only is it based in

a slow growth sector (agricuìture), with a shrinking hinterland, it is

also more oriented to manufacture. Consequentìy office and related

headquarter functions tend to locate in the suburbs rather than the c'ity

centre. So problems of over-deveìopment are rare. They are more than

overwhelmed by the issue of under-deveìopment and corporate abandonment.22

0f course this affects the new middle class, since they are service and

professionaì oriented and so bound by the locational decisions of their

clientele, of which corporations represent a large percentage. Thìs has

a greater tendency to suburbanize the new middle class than would other-

wise be the case. Consequent'ly the reaction by the new middle class to

capital is much more ambivalent. Unlike Toronto and Vancouver there is
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a need for corporate investment in the inner c'ity to stabilize the real

estate market.

By contrast the relationship between the new middle class and cap'itaì

in Toronto and Vancouver is determined by the issue of over-development.23

Here the solution for the new middle class was poìitical. It mobilized

and successfully took over the local state. By this means it was able

to set controls and limits on what capital could do in the inner city.

Capit,aì has responcieci by appeaìing to higher leveis of governmeni to

thwart or block anti-business measures put forward by the local state.

Here capitaì has been more successful and the new middle class have had

some setbacks.

In both cities, capital has been able to convince the prov'incial

government to intervene on its behalt.24 This has been most evident in

Vancouver, where transportation has been taken out of the control of the

local state. The B.C. government has even threatened to lift the cìty of

Vancouver's charter if it did not become more co-operative wjth the

province in redeveloping the False Creek Area.

The relationshÍp between the new middle class and the lower classes

in Toronto and Vancouver is not central to the poìitics in these two

cities. The lower classes have been effectiveìy marginalized for the

most part. The b'ig issues are being fought out between capitaì and the

new middle class.

To conclude, the jnformation provided in Diagram Three shows that

the new middle class have become the dominant poìitical force in the

cities of Toronto and Vancouver. Since they successfulìy took over the
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local state in the earìy 70's they have been able to allocate resources

to projects that benefit them. Their control of the local state has

also allowed them to reguìate the built environment. Planners have

benefitted from this. In these two cities they now pìay a prominent role

jn the reconstruction of the inner city.

Although the new middle class have suffered setbacks, because

prov'incial government support has shifted more to capital and the suburbs

J n 
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force to contend with at the local level regardless of what happens. They

are a mature social movement, so one political defeat does not necessari'ly

spe'll thejr demise. The new middle class have a powerfuì enough socjal

and ideological (not to mentjon economìc) sub-structure in place to fall

back upon to regroup. The challenge can therefore be taken up again at

some later date when the conditions are more favourable.

The new middle class in Winnipeg are not so cushioned They are only

nolv emerging as a political force. They are in a much more fragile state

in l,linnipeg than in Toronto and Vancouver. The local state has never

been their ally and the chances of gaining control of it are much more

remote because of the way it was restructured ìn 1972. If the new middle

class is ever to amount to anythìng in l,linnipeg consideration will have

to be given to alliances with the lower classes and more powerful

coaljtions with the federal and provincial governments.
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Footnotes

I The term local state was coined by Cynthia Cockburn in her book
entitled The Local State,'1975n Lon. lrJ. Magnusson in "Urban Poljtics

2

and the t-ocaT-Státe", Studies in Political Economy'
provides a good critique of the concept.

Spring 85,

Material-Institutional complex was borrowed from the geograph'ic
ìiterature. Borchert and Horvath are two geographers who have used
this concept extensive'ly. To them it referred to the relation between
transport technolog'ies and geographic change. In this instance the
concept is givenmore of a sociolog'ica'l slant. Thus it makes reference
to te'chnology, culture and geograPhY, but also to the idea of instj-
tutional comp'leteness often invoked by sociologists in the study of
ethnic anci various oiher sub-cuìiures.

The relationship between class power and spending priorities certain'ly
comes out v¡hen one examines the kinds of infrastructure each class
demands and the cost of its provision. Transit facilities often show

this the best: who pays, who uses it, and who is served is determined.
Thus in Toronto and Vancouver vast Sums are now beÍng spent or allo-
cated for transportation improvements. Reflecting the class balance
in these two cjties the bulk of improvements will favour those needing
accessi bi I i ty to the core , mak'ing capì ta'l and the newmi ddl e cl ass the
major beneficiaries. Vancouver is now comp'leting its LRT line at a

coit of one billion dollars. Meanwhile Toronto is contemp'lating 2.5
billion dollars worth of transit improvements.

Val Werier is a good reference for Winnipeg on this issue, acting as

the cjty's best known urbanist. Refer to the following artìcles 'in

the l,linnipeg Free Press: "Environment needs lpecific protection",
Narcffirearcratstolerateug.lypark.ing.|ots',,
February 23,1985; "How to cover a sidewalk",Qctober 3, l9B4; "A
hog trough across the Assiniboine Riverr'' November 3' 1984.

This plan was clear'ly auto oriented. It also stressed major redevelop-
ment rather than conservation, high rises andmega-complexes over
medium rise structures. This was an inner city built jn cap'ital's
image rather than the new mjddte class's image of the liveable city.
Refer to Downtown Winn'ipeg, by the Metropo'litan Corporation of
Greater Winnipeg' APril, .l969.

D. Pentland, a community planner for Winnipeg's inner city neigh-
bourhood of City Centre/tort Rouge, cla'imed that downzoning was

init'iated because of pressure from the federal government. Unless
the city agreed to downzone areas considered for Neighbourhood
Improvement Programs (initiated in 73) and RRAP federal money would
not be forthcoming. Eventually downzoning was app'lied to most other
areas in the inner city.

Politicians in ['linnipeg ignored the warnings of planners. No

restraints were put on the expansion of regionaì shopping centres

3

4

5

6

7
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during the 70's as a result. Consequently three new regiona'l
shopping centres were built between 1974 and l9Bl, more than
doubling the amount of retaii space located in these centres. This
ended Downtown l,linnipeg's role as the major centre for the mass
retail market in the c'ity. Planners and poìiticians, not content
with undermining the retail market for downtown, nout proceeded to do
the same for the office and hotel markets as well. Thus more first
class hotel accomodation was constructed in the suburbs in the 1970's
than in the city centre. Similarly the cìty aìlowed trlinnipeg's
first office park to be developed near Poìo Park shopping centre in
1976. Here the c'ity's first suburban (private) high rise office
tower was built. Significant'ly, Fìdelity Trust moved its headquarters
from Portage and Main (approx.) to this high rise.

Not onìy were suburban projects undermin'ing retail trade in the down-
town as a whole, in addition the construction of two shopping centres
downtown, splintered the remajning market and decimated street level
pedestrian shopping. This increased the percentage of retail outlets
controlled by capital and reduced the presence of independent retailers
(some being of the new middìe class) in the downtown. Pedestrian life
qu'ickly deteriorated under these circumstances. Maior thoroughfares
like Portage Avenue were emptied and people panicked as the street
began to look like a new skid row: full of vacant shops and so called
derel i cts. Pedestri an patterns were thus al tered i n two ways: one,
the streets were forsaken for internal malls controlled by capital;
second, pedestrian traffic was sp'lintered, with its direction re-
oriented from East to West along Portage Avenue, to a North-South
orientation along two parallel lines, through þlinnipeg Square and
Eaton Place. The decline which set in from these developments
sparked attempts to redevelop North Portage, which led to the formation
of Winnipeg's Core Area Initiatives.

In his article "The Greening of C'ity Haìì" in the September 
.l981

edition of tlinnipeg Magazine, John Bernard noted that a new generation
of reform politiôiáns were final'ly making their debut in Winnipeg.
Five councillors were identified and Bill Neville was identified as
the leader of this group.

10. In the May 1985 issue of Books in Canada Sheri Posesarski gr ves an
informative account of how tera ure a ut the annex area in Toronto
reflects the socio-economic and cultural changes that have taken
place: From a middle class area in decline full of bohemjans to a

neighbourhood almost ful]y gentrified, fuìl of Yuppies.

ll. Efforts to divert more funds into the inner city have paid off to a

certain extent. This is why, in the face of massive disinvestment
by capital, l^linnipeg's physical and social environment has not
deteriorated to the extent it has in many American cities. In'large
measure this is the result of the strong leadership provided by
leaders of the Ínner c'ity's working class and underclass, and the
professionals aligned with them. Like the new middìe class their
ìobbying has been more effective at the provincial than civic level.
An example of the kind of leadershjp present in Winn'ipeg's jnner

9
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city can be g'leened by looking at Lionel Orlikow's article i
l^li nni peq Free Press ent j tl ed " Inner ci ty school s have speci a
ffie forgotten that working class lobbying
part in the creation of the Winnipeg Core Area Initiative an
programs which were eventually generated out of it.

n the
I needs".
p'layed a
d the

Refer to footnote 20, chapter three.

So far any significant inner city initiatives on behalf of the new

middle class or the urban lower cìass have come from the federal and,
more recently, with regard to the new middle class, the provincial
government. Since the NDP came to power in 1981, the federal and

þrovincial governments have formed the most powerful inner city lobby
in the city's history. 0f course since the P.C.'s came to power at
the federal level, in 1984, this pro-urban coalition is no ìonger
quite so powerful.

Historically the federal government has played an important role as
urban advocate in cities with a weak new middle class. Magnasson
claims that the effect of the Toronto experience on federal urban
renewal programs is the main reason for this. Here middle class
activists successfulìy fought redevelopment proposaìs initiated by
the federal government. The federal government not only acquiesced
to the new urban ideology, they adopted it. This can be seen in
documents produced for the Ministry of State for Urban Affairs like
H. Lash's "Planning in a Human Way" in 1976.

The federal government therefore became a key agent in the diffusion
of the new urban sensibility, that first arose out of the middle
class rebel'lion against capital in Toronto and Vancouver. tlithout
fully realizing it the federal government became an agent for the
new middle class, exporting the new urban culture far beyond areas
where the social and economic base which would have allowed it to
flourish were in pìace. By this means the ideoìogy of the new middle
class was amplifìed across the country, as it was transp'lanted jnto
cjties like Winnipeg, where there was no economic or sociaì basis
for the development of this kind of culture on its own.

tlinnipeg's situation, however, u,as unique. This can be attributed
to the roìe Lloyd Axworthy played in developments. Axworthy was

closely associated with the transormation that took place in federal
urban poficy. He was an aid to Paul He'l1yer, who was responsible for
the white paper on housing that incorporated the new middle class
ideology into housing and urban po'licy formatjon such as NIP and RRAP.

By establishing the Institute of Urban Studies in l.linnipeg, Axworthy
set up an incubator for the second generation pìanners and urban
advocacy in a city dominated by first generation values. In turn he

was able to use his influence to extend pro-urban programs in
Winnipeg long after they had been wound down in other cities.

Qther than some agitation by the City Planning Department at the
University of Manitoba, the institute constituted theonìy real
bastion of second generation vaìues until the NDP was elected in
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1981. The controversial tax study carried out by the Institute in
l9B5 testìfies (refer to Artibise, City Magazine, May ì985, summer
ed'ition), that it still plays a strong role as a pro-urban lobby in
a city dom'inated by suburban interests.

14. Richard Babcock in The Zoning_.]þrc, Unjversity of l^lisconsin Press,
London,l966,prov@orÍcalbackgroundonthedevelopment
of aesthetic zoning.

.l5. 
The antagonism felt by the city of t^linnipeg to the new m'iddle class
is reflected informally within the bureaucracy as welì as in the
formal po'l i ti ca1 arena of counci I pol i ti cs. For examp'le, Val Burke ,
a middle class community activist and former city planning student
in the Fort Rouge neighbourhood, claimed that the city deliberate'ly
treats the neighbourhood in a shabby fashion. She mentioned that
ûsborne Viììage, the areas miciciie ciass strìp for conspicuous con-
sumption in Winnipeg, is one of the last areas to be cleaned up after
the spring thaw. She also mentioned how the pìann'ing bureaucracy
often obstructed new pedestrian oriented deveìopments proposed,
citing the difficulty the Magpie and Stump restaurant had in closing
off an under-used lane so that patrons m'ight sit outside.

16. Precedents for aesthetic zoning do exist in Winnipeg but their con-
texts make them a different matter altogether. The first case of
aesthetic zoning in l^linnipeg would probab'ly have been measures
instituted aìong Memorial Blvd. after the Fjrst World t,lar. The
second case would be Broadway Avenue in the mjd 60's, when setbacks
were instituted to ensure high qua'lity des'ign and construction.
These two earlier attempts were initiated by the state and capitaì
rather than the new middle class. The state wanted itself glorified
in the production of an imposing roadway along Memorial while capita'l
wanted to increase the value of property along Broadway by encouraging
h'igh quaì i ty desi gns for new bui ì di ngs.

The warehouse district differed however. Not only was it a project
sponsored by the new middle class, its purpose was different as well.
Here the stress was on the conservation and preservation of existing
structures rather than the production of an entirely new built
environment. In addition, .. the focus was on the creation of an
enclave of conspicuous consumpt'ion, with references like the
Properties in Halifax, Granville Island and Gastown in Vancouver and
Yorkville in Toronto touted as models of what the warehouse district
could be like. Refer to Deborah Lyon and Robert Fenton's report
Thq Deveìqplpnt of Downtown l'Jinnipeg: Historical Perspectives on
Decl i ne and Revi tal i zation, published by the Institute of Urban
Studies in 1984, for more informatjon on past exampìes of aesthetic
zoning in Winnipeg.

17. A report in the Ca'lga¡y Herald July 23, l9B3 noted that due to the
recession cjty staff were being let go. However, while the city
workforce was reduced by 4% the city planning department was reduced
by 20%. Planners stated that the department was being gutted. The
developer controlled city council was gett'ing its revenge on planners
who were perceived as trouble makers
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18. A number of art'icles in Back to the Ci , edited by Laska and Spain,
t escr t e

follow each stage
like D. Hodge even discuss the threat to diversity gentrificatjon
poses to the new urban ideology. For Toronto these changes are
documented and well commented on by tllallace Inunen in "The Changing
Face of Cabbagetown", Globe and Mail, Se ptember lsth, 1983.

19. Refer to Robert Ferguson's article "The Yuppies Take Downtown:
Marketing Neighbourhoods for the New Middle Class", City Magazine,
l4arch 'l985, Vol . 7, No. 2.

20.

21.

Refer to Toronto Real Estate News, January 15, 1983.

22.

A recent articìe in the Winnipeg Free Press (June 2,1985), "The
Yuppie Industry", describes how slow the new middle class culture
developed in t^Jinnipeg compared to Toronto and Vancouver. The article
goes on to expìain how this is now changing and states this will have
an impact on ci ty pl ann'ing i n l.li nni peg.

l¡linnipeg'S economjc base, its evolution, accounts for why under-
development rather than over-development is the major problem jn the
jnner city. The exp'lanation centres around the shrinking relatjve
size of Winnipeg's financial sector, the sector capital is most likely
to locate in the downtown. Being based in the grain sector, it has
been a slow growth industry, as well its hinterland has progressiveìy
shrunk with the rise of other cities. Fina'lìy lrlinnipeg's financial
sector was never able to break free of central Canada. For more
jnformation on this topic refer to Gad's "Face to Face Linkages and
Office Decentralization Potential: A Study of Toronto" in P. W.

Dani el s , ed. Spatial Patterns of Office Growth and Location

Pergamar Press, N.Y., I
the social changes that

stages of gentrification and
. Some wri ters i n the book

(Chichester; ffi
in American Economic Geography"

J.R. Borchert's "Major Control Points
in the Annals of the Association of

Amerjcan Geographers, 1978. For l,linn
An Il I ustrated Hi stot"y, Lorimer, Toro

ipeg consult Artibise, hJi nni peg :

nto, 1977; Bel I an , Wi nn'ipeg' s
First Centu : An Economic Histo l¡Jinnipeg, Queenston House' l97B;
Terence ôY' nn peg and r nneapo is Bank Resources Compared 1876-
1926" in the Urban Histo Review, Spring,1985.

23, This clearly comes out in John Sewell's reports on urban affairs in
Toronto, where he rails against over-development. For Toronto refer
to these issues in the Globe and Mail: May 21,1985, "0n the
Beginning of a nev,, era"; May '10, 'l985, "Bad Plans in Transjt", May

ll, l9B4, "A Question of Values"; May B,1984, "Spadina's Revenge".
Also refer to Salem Alaton's article "Keeping Toronto on the Right
Track" in the Globe and Mail, November 12, .1983. Sewell also refers
to this issue in Halifax in "playing it again", Aprìl l6' l9B5; to
Vancouver in "0ld Fossil Creaking 0n"o Globe and Mail April I' 1985.
Finall.y D. Ley gives and idea of the extent of over-development in
Vancouver, saying that in the 1970's lB0 mìllion dollars a yeAr' on
average, was invested in downtown Vancouver. Hence, aìthough down-
town look up only 3% of the land area of the city it accounted for
36% of total investment in the city. Refer to D. Ley's article
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"Downtown or'the Suburbs? A Comparative Study of Two Vancouver
Head Offices'', in the Canadian Geographer, Spring 1985.

24. t^lith the defeat of the P.C. government. in the province of 0ntario
in 1985 the position of the provincial government towards the new
middle cìass in the city might take a sign'ificant turn for the better.



CHAPTER FIVE:

CONCLUSION

The darkesÊ corners of heJ-l
are .reserved fot tåose
who .in time of moraL crises
maÍntaìn tåeir neutraTÍtg.

Dante

The Issue of Class and the Cit.y

Hopeful]y these past four chapters have shown that a class analysis

of the new urbanism involves more than a simple proof. To review the

definition of class for a moment, the concept of class employed in this

thesis is a structuralist one; that is, the definition of class is rooted

in the economy and the production process, hence the division of labour.

In this thesis the relationship between urban revitalization and class¡

specifically the new middle class, has been the major focus.

Although the major hypothesis can be encompassed in one statement -

that is, that there is a direct relationship between the rise of the new

middle class the the revitalization of the inner city in Canada - this

does not tell us enough. Þlany things remain unanswered. For instance,

if thís is so, then what is the new middle class precisely? As the

complex definìtion given in the introduction reveals, categorjcal state-

ments are not possibìe. The new mjddle class is composed of three

elements (economic, ideologìcal and poìitical) and, with respect to the
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city, the three elements or levels relate to the city in specific ways.

There is room for varjation in the deve'lopment of the new middle class

in each city therefore. If one eìement of the new middle class in a city

is less developed than another, differences in urban renewal can be

expected. However, because the definition of the new middle class is a

structuralist one, every element does not have equa'l weight. Further-

more, they are also articulated. By articulation the notion of sequence

is referred to. For example, the economic level is more important than

the ideological, since the pourer of ideology to motivate change in the

city 'is dependent upon the mobilization of economic resources. Similarly,

in order for a class ideology to exist the economy must first (i.e.

division of labour) create a class. Consequent'ly the chapters in this

thesis have been ordered in sequence, starting with the economic then

going to the ideological, ending with the political level.

The economic base provides the foundation for discussing the new

middle class and its relation to the city. So the economic level is the

necessary beginning. But this 'is onìy the start of the anaìysis. Under-

standing the economic base of the new middle class only gives a partia'l

glimpse of the way this class is composed with regard to the city. After

ascerta'ining the economic base of the new middle class, its evolution in

each city must be traced to see in which direction it develops and to see

whether an ideologica'l and po'litical comp'lement to this economic base

generates a ner'l middle class culture. For it is by this culture (which

consists of the successful artìculation of these three levels) that the

new middle class becomes a class for itself in the city. Because of

this the concept of class cannot be used as some magicaì key which wjll
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open up the secrets of urban revitalization. Although there are similari-

ties between the new middìe class in each city they are not carbon copies

of one another. So the co¡cept of class is developed as an anaìyt'icaì

tool to be used in studying inner city and not as a blanket categorization

simply used to define something.

Thjs is why the examination of the economic base is only a point of

departure. The existence of an economic base which will support a strong

new middle class does not automat'icalìy mean the new middle class will

gain hegemony over the inner city. For although hegemony is dependent on

the economic base,'in the final instance, it is really determined by the

ideological and pol itical development of the new rÍtiddle class. 0n'ly with

these developments can the latent econom'ic power of the new middle class

be channelled into an active force to remold the city.

Nevertheless, even if the new middle class doesn't have hegemony it
can still exert an effect. Each chapter shows that the development of

the new middle class at either the economic, ideolog'ica'l or po'litical

levels will affect the city in a certain way. If, as in the case of

blinnipeg, all the levels remain under-developed the middle class still
will be able to modify the social and built environment of the city to

a certain extent. Although diluted, the urban culture of the new middle

class will leave traces of itself on the urban landscape.

in this way variations in inner city revitalization can be explained,

in ìarge measure, by the differences in the historical development of the

new middle class in each city. The internal development of the new middle

class (at the economic, ideo'logical and political level), and the external
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constraints placed upon jts development by other classes residing in the

inner city, provide most of the information on why some cities in Canada

have experienced an urban renaissance while others have not, why

Canadian cities have had more success renewing themselves than their

counterparts in the United States, having the same economic base.

To show the relation between inner city revitalization and the new

middle class, three case studies of middle class development were chosen.

Toronto anci Vancouver were pickeci because they both have a powerfuì anci

fully mature new middle class which has gained hegemony over the inner

city. l^Jinnipeg was chosen to contrast with these two cities. It was

picked because it has one of the most underdeve'loped and weak urban

middle classes among Canada's major urban centres (i.e. cities w'ith over

500,000 people).

Chapter Two: The economic level

Revjewing the foregoing, Chapter Two contained two major points. The

first point was concerned with the economic base. The second point was

concerned with dispìacement.

Toronto and Vancouver were shown to have fully developed post-

industrial economies. In both cases the economic base was dominated by

a strong and fast-growing office sector geared towards decision-makÍng

and the production of information and culture (j.e. forms of art and

entertainment). This economic base was shown to be the prerequisite for

the resettlement of the new middle class in the jnner c'ity. The economic

reverberrations of this resettlement were felt main'ly in the consumer

sphere however. The defining feature of this was the upgrading and

expansion of urban space devoted to conspicuous consumption. This was
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the beginning of the new urbanism. t,lhile the revitalization which

accompanied thjs new urban culture was a positive feature of this

resettlement a negatiVe one, in the'fo.* of displacement, was a feature

as welì.

In Toronto and Vancouver displacement has been severe. Through

dìsplacement the new middle class has emerged as the domjnant economìc

force in both inner cities. Meanwhjle, in l^J'innipeg displacement has onìy

begun. Up untjl the present the office sector in Winnìpeg has not been

able to support ìarge scale resettlement of the inner city by the new

middle class. As a result displacement is not a generalized phenomenon

in !,l'innipeg's inner c'ity. So there are few zones of conspicuous con-

sumption in the inner c'ity. Where they do exjst their development has

been pa1n-stakingìy sìow. To ensure their growth and success, senior

levels of government have had to force feed deveìopments (i.e.Osborne

Village and the Warehouse District). Because there has been little dis-

placement pressure generated by e'ither capital or the new middle c1ass,

the class composition of }'linnipeg's inner city is quite different from

Toronto's or Vancouver's. No one class dominates in Winnipeg. Capital '

the new middle cìass, and the work'ing and underclasses each have strong

representation. The allocatjon of funds to the various groups from the

Ìll'inni peg Core Area Ini ti ati ves shows thì s.

Chapter Three: The social and ideological level

In Chapter Three the point was made that the presence of a strong

office sector jn the inner city w'i'll not always generate a distìnctjve

form of resettlement in the inner city by the new middle class. Unless

the new middle class develops an identity foritself and this ident'ity
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is tied to'l'iving'in the city, there is no guarantee that they wììl

settle in the inner city. Since they have a great dea'l of disposable

in.or. there is nothing to prevent them from living in the country

(exurbia) for instance. Nor is there any guarantee that they will

devel op d'i sti ncti ve soci al or settl ement forms i n the c'i ty whi ch wi I I

distinguish them as be'longing to a unique and identifíab'le cultural com-

plex (the new urban'ism), even if they move to the city. To ensure this

an identity has to be forged. As indicated in the introductory chapter,

thìs identify is not possible in the work sphere. It is only possible

in the sphere of consumption - by developing common patterns of sociali-

zation and consumption.

Thus the focus ín Chapter Three is on the ideoìogica'l and social

forces respons'ible for the forging of a distinctive middle class'identity.

These forces originate from a number of sources. Some from within the

new middle class while others come from the outs'ide.

The urban ideology of the new middle class was constructed out of a

number of sub-cultures which developed from the growth of non-fami'ly

social relationships in the 1960's and 70's. 0f the four sub-cultures

examined in this chapter three of the four (i.e. the gay, singìes and

elderly) were non-family, while the fourth, the ethnic popuìation was the

onìy fami'ly e'lement. Two of the non-famj'ly sub-cultures (gays and s'ingles)

were generated ìargely wjthin the middle classes during the counter

culture. Unlike the singles and gay populations however, the elderly

were a non-middle class component. t'lith regard to the new urbanism their

role was passive and compìementry. Their presence gave weight to non-

family issues of interest to the new middle class.
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The ethni c popuì ati on, i s the real anoma'ly. The rol e i t pl ayed was

ideological (i.e. fashions and ways of doing things) rather than social

(i.e. reìationships between peoplê, êg. famiìy or non-family). That is,

the new middle cìass borrowed ethnic customs but not their lifestyles

or beliefs. The ethnic popu'lation provided the new middle class with a

model of urban liv'ing which could be adapted to a non-familial lifestyle

in the city. Thus ethnic foods and socializing in public forums (i.e.

s'idewalks, cafes and streetljving in the inner city itself) became

anchors for the new conspicuous consumption that was to deveìop. The

similarity of this new urban sensibility with the mores of the ethnic

population made aìliances possible, both in terms of politics and a

potential market. Hence demands for the preservation and construction

of urban spaces conducive to this form of consumption found support in

ethnic and middle class conununities inhabiting the inner city.

In terms of the new urban culture, the elderly and ethnic populations

have pìayed a passive role. They provided examp'les of urban living

(ethnics) and support (elderly) for a new culture which was fundamentaìly

shaped by the singìes and gay populations.

Having large disposabìe incomes, the singles and gay sub-cultures

best epitimize the new urban culture and provìde the most accurate social

and cultural models for the kind of new urban ljfe developing. Both

cultures were centred around non-famìly relations and focused on con-

spicuous consumption in the consumer enclaves that arose to serve them.

In this fashion the new middle class constructed an ident'ity out of

the notion of livjng in the city. Predominantly centred around non-

fami'ly relations and the use of public space for conspicuous consumption,
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a net^, consciousness of the city arose among the middle class, one whfch

distinguished it from the mores of its suburban predecessors.

Thus stress put on non-family relations by the new urban culture

distinguished the new middle class from the old one, which was tradjtionally

suburban in its spatiaì orientation. Furthermore, the concentration on

conspicuous consumption in the inner city d'istinguìshes the new middle

class from the urban working cìass which was excluded from the arena of

conspicuous consumption, because ii iackeci ciisposabìe income, anci by the

fact that it looked for status by migration to the suburbs rather than

remajning in the core. Final'ly the new middle ctass was distinguished

from capital by'its sentimentalization of history and by its appropriat'ion

of ethnic customs. Capital viewed such relics as obstacles to the deveìop-

ment of the corporate city in the inner city. l^lhile the new middle class

developed a "human scaled" approach to the reconstruction of the bu'ilt

environment, the scale of development that capital typically promoted

centred around iarger than life techno'logical imperatives and profit

maximization. In this way the preservation of old buildings or the

conservation of streetscapes were irrelevant to capitaì while they were

central to the new middle class.

By these means the new middle class developed an identity for itself

which set it apart from other classes residing'in the city, as well as

the suburbs. The new urban culture it synthesized from the four sub-

cultures studied in Chapter Three became the basis for a reconceptuali-

zation of the city and a reappraisaì of the kind of built environment

thought appropriate to it. A new social culture, centred around non-

family relations and conspicuous consumption, and a related material one,
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centered around preservation, nostaìgia for urban forms of the past and

a more "human scale" of development, became the social and ideological

cement for the new middle class in the city. This new maùerial and

social culture give the new middle class an identity and a distinctive

set of class interests in.the inner city which set it apart from its

compatriots in the suburbs and other classes residing in the inner city.

Out of this culture a new agenda was set forward ìn civic po'litics and

a new social and po]itical movement lead by the new middle class emerged

jn the ínner city.

In the case studies of Toronto and Vancouver, it was shown that a

sophisticated inner city culture centered around non-familial relatjons

and conspicuous consumption developed. In these two cities the new middle

class has successfulìy framed an identity for itself which has set it
apart from other classes, both socialìy and physicalìy. In these cities

to be a member of the new middle class is to be an urbanite. Here a

clear rift between suburban and urban interests has developed. In

I.ljnnipeg this had not been the case. Compared to Toronto and Vancouver,

l,{innipeg's middle class still identify weakly w'ith the inner city. Few

singles or gay encìaves have developed and where they do exist they do

not predominate. Efforts to promote street life and the desire to

conserve and preserve buiìdings has not kind'led the popular support among

the middle classes as it has in Toronto and Vancouver. Again, successful

ventures in this area have come more from the efforts of middle class

ideologìes in the senior levels of, government than it has from the

successful organization of the new middle class at the civic level.
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Chapter Four: The poìitical level

In Chapter Three the importance of an identity for the new middle

class and the relation of the city to this was discussed. Without a

means of distinguishing itself a class cannot emerge as a poìitical force.

l^lithout an identity it is not possible to perceive what is or what isn't

in one's interest. þ'lithout a set of class interests it is impossible to

organize into political bodies since they depend on some notion of

interest to mobilize people. So where there is a strong middle class

identjty there is likely to be strong politicaì representation for the

new middle class. However, having a well-defined sense of class interest

does not guarantee self-realization. At this stage,, politics, not culture,

is the instrumental mode the new middle class needs to develop if it is

to realize its aspiratjons in the city.

Chapter Four examines the politicization of the new middle cìass by

looking at the local state and autonomous organizations, like ne'ighbour-

hood associations. Control of the local state by the new middle class

and the creation of strong middle cìass neighbourhood associations are

seen as evidence of middle class hegemony. The effects of míddle class

hegemony on the city are ana'lyzed by looking at municipal expenditures

and zoning changes. Evidence of control of the local state by the new

middle class can be determined by gauging whether municipaìities are

subsid'izìng the cost of creating encìaves of conspicuous consumption.

Control can also be gauged by examining whether there has been extensive

downzoning or aesthetic zoning, since these two zoning practices are

related to efforts by the new middle class to create a more "human scale"

city and preserve the existing stock of buildings. In addition evidence

of strong city planning departments, which have a fa'ir degree of autonomy,
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is another s'ign of hegemony since this part of the bureaucracy plays a

large role in reconstructing the built environment for the new middle

cl ass. '

Again, in the case studies Toronto and Vancouver were found to have

strong political representation by the newmiddle class in all the areas

discussed above while Winnipeg was found to have poor representation.

The consequences of this are seen in the kinds of environments constructed

in each city. In Winnipeg recievelopment is stiji characterizeci oy

excessive accomodation to the automobìle rather than the

creation of more humane spaces in the c'ity. A 1950's development mentality

still exists where, if the city is going to subsidize deve'lopment, it is

more likeìy to be capitaì rather than the new middle class. Thus in the

1970's c'ity counciì spent millions subsidizing Trizec's project at

Portage and Main while it gave little support to middle class attempts

to redeve'lop and preserve areas like the l,larehouse District or the

0sborne Street Vi'llage area. Similarly there is less aesthetic zoning

in l,Jinnjpeg's inner city and downzoning of most inner city areas was

accomplished much later than it was in either Toronto or Vancouver.

IlJhile Toronto and Vancouver have strong city planning departments, which

have a fair amount of discretionary authority, Ì^linnipeg has a weak planning

department with little discretionary authority.

The Summation

Because the new rniddle class is well developed on all three levels

in Toronto and Vancouver, they are the hegemonic power block of thejr

inner cities. All the characteristics which confirm their dominance at

each level are apparent when one looks at the inner city. Economicaììy
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the new middle class has successfulìy dispìaced the lower classes from the

inner city. Socialìy and ideological'ly the new middle class have pro-

duced a high cost enclave of conspicuous consumptÍon centred around non-

familial relations. They have identified themseìves as urbanites and

protectors of the city from the homogenization and famiìy centred values

of suburbia. Politicaìly the new middle class have taken control of c'ity

government and the bureaucracy in these two cities. Unable to control

capital in the economic sphere they have nevertheless been able to use

the local state to enforce their wishes on capitaì.

Even with the recession and some enforced accomodation to capital

by the new middle cìass in Toronto and Vancouver, the development game is

still being carried out with the rules devised for the liveable city by

the new middle class. The qualitative improvements made to the built

environments of Toronto and Vancouver show that there is indeed a strong

relationship between revitalizing urban spaces and the rise of a new

urban middle class. The fact that Winnipeg has been slow to carry out

planning and deveìopment reforms pioneered in Toronto and Vancouver

provides further proof of this relat'ionship. Much of the relative

degeneration of t^ljnnipeg's inner city can therefore be related to the

absence of a strong middle class. Here, as we have seen, the new middle

class is under-developed at every level. Economically its office sector

is not able to support a vigorous urban middle class. Until recentìy

the problem of displacement in the inner city has had more to do with

disinvestment than gentrification. Social'ly and ideologically familiaì

and suburban values dominate the way the inner city is perceived. And,

a'lthough lrlinnipeg's new middle class is now beg'inning to identify with

the inner city in a stronger way, its identification is still much
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weaker than it is in Toronto and Vancouver. Politica'l'ly the new middle

class in l^linnipeg have not been able to capture control of the local

state. Until recentìy their neighbourhood associations have been weak

and ineffective. Most political gains have come as a result of inter-

vention by senior levels of government at their behest. For these reasons

the new middle class does not have hegemony over inner city poìitics in

Wì nni peg.

In conclusion the costs and benefits of urban renewal are under-

standable in class terms. In Toronto and Vancouver the new middle class

has been the main beneficiary, the lower classes have been the losers.

This poses a dilemma for planners interested in revitalizing the city,

since, as we have seen, there is strong correlation between urban revitali-

zation, middle class resettlement and the displacement of the poor. How

are the negative and positive moments of the new urbanism to be reconciled?

l,linnipeg may prove to be an interest'ing case in this regard since the

new tniddle class cannot go it alone here. Perhaps the right sort of

compromises with the lower classes will be made which will enable all

classes residing in the inner city to take advantage of the benefjts of

a revitalized city.

,,:'l'

Concluding Discussion: Where we are at

The cjty has changed. A new agenda now governs the way h,e live in

our cities and how we perceive them. A new urban ideology has appeared

and a new social class has arisen to dominate the city through this

ideology. City pìanners have played a key ro'le in this transformation

and it appears that they wìlì continue to play a significant roìe in

future changes.
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what does this mean for planners? No all inclusive answer can be

given although speculation is possible. Two things can be said without.

fear of contradiction. First, the role of city planning has changed with

the new urbanism. lllith the changing class composition which accompanied

the new urbanism more autonomy and discretionary authority was ga'ined by

the profession and this is lìke'ly to continue as the new urban culture

further develops. Secondìy the class alignment of the planning profession

has changed as a result of this autonomy. As a formal professìon, the

practice of city p'lann'ing has become tied up with the well-being of the

new middle class in the inner city. Consequentìy the posit'ion of the city

planner has become much more ambivalent.

Unlike fjrst generation planners, who arose after world war two and

concerned themselves with infrastructure and the servicìng of new growth,

the development of a second generation of planners added a number of new

roles which were not entire'ly compìementary. In the past, what we now

term first generation practices, were straight forward. Singìe area

zon'ing, and land deveìopment made p'lanning appear as if it were a neutral

bureaucratic function. Planners were bureaucrats. The consensus was

that the promotion of growth was i,n the public interest. Essentially'

by fulfilling this function planners became the servants of capital,

especialìy deveìopment caPital .

The seeds for change lvere p'lanted by ìntellectuals concerned with

planning and architecture in the late 50's and ear'ly 60's. A new breed

of sociologists (i.e. Gans), urbanists (Jane Jacobs) and architects

(Venturi) moved from the margins of planning to centre stage. Second

generation planners, who came of age in the 1960's, incorporated this
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ideo'logy. So too djd the nascent new middle cìass, who attended the same

universities. A common ground was therefore created which later helped

to produce a supportative middle class constituency for this new genera-

tion of planners, a constituency which was as much concerned with soft

(social issues) as hard services (infrastructure). hjith this new role

the class alignment of pìanners changed. Planning was re-oríented to the

new m'iddle classes and lower classes residing in the inner city. In

contrast to first generation planners, the new generation was more politi-
cized and more activist.

Second Generation PJanners: The rise of the new middle class and the
addi ti on of two new p.lanning ro les

In terms of the political role of planners two new roles appeared.

One role was that of agent for the new middle class, the other was as

advocate. Both roles were related to the new urban ideology, complementry

at first' but later becoming antagonistic as the new middle class became

more conservative. This fracturing emerged out of the contradictions of

the new urban ideology itself. For instance the role of advocate that

pìanners performed in the late 60's and earìy 70's was tied very much

into the pluralist perspective of the city that developed as a result

of the counter-culture. This vision !{as that everyone has a right to the

city. Mixing people of different classes was therefore more progressÍve

than separatìng them into homogeneous suburban ghettos. Hence, in

seeking this middle class liberal vision of the city, pìanners became

generaì advocates of the lower classes in the ìnner city: since the

realization of this ideology benefitted the lower classes as well as the

new middle classes. Consequentìy, in Toronto and Vancouver significant

alliances between the urban lower classes and the new middle classes
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developed. Both were opposed to the unrestricted deve'lopment of capital

in the inner cíty, particular"ly over freeway construction which was an

integral part of this development.

Later' in the mid to late 70's, when the new middle class success-

fuìly gained control of the local state, aìliances with the lower classes

against capita] becarne less necessary. In fact as time went by associa-

tion with the lower classes became more of a barrier to middle class

^.,--.-^i -- ¿l-.-^ -r---! - -- r reÃPcrrls I url ' LrlredLenl ng f,nel r l nVeSEments 1n pfOperty and StatUS. AS the

new mjddle class evolved into a property owning class the conpìementry

ties they had had with the lower classes began to turn sour and become

antagonistic. This influenced the planning profess.ion and so splits
appeared among second generation pìanners.

Instead of two role options for planners three now appeared. First

there was the role of bureaucrat, typical of first generation planners.

Generaìly this role benefitted capital the most. The second role was

that of advocate. This role developed with the emergence of a second

generatìon of pìanners. Here stress on the provision of soft services

and the qua'lity of life produced a new planning constituency which con-

tained lower class as well as middle cìass elements. Finaìly, with

middle class control of the local state, a neh, and third role appeared,

that is as agent of the new middle class. This involved downgradìng the

egaìitarian social elements of the new urbanism for those of conservation

and preservation of the built environment. This change in emphasis

naturalìy aided the emergent proprietary interests of the new middle

class and, by its nature, increasingìy excluded the lower classes. In
this way the urban vision became much narrower. The advocate turned
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into an agent of the new middle class by this means, and social justice

began to take a back seat to aesthetics and the enhancement of property

valuei. In cities wjth a well developed new middle class a third class

realignment for planners often took pìace.

The Descent: From liberalism (mixing of classes) to conservatism
(everyone knows their pìace and stays in it)

This trend seems to be the dominant one in Toronto and Vancouver.

The new middle class has become less interested in redistributing the

wealth and far less tolerant of ljfesty'les differing from its own, parti-

cular'ly when they affect property values. Recent outbursts by the new

middle class aga'inst prostitutes (a traditional inner city working c'lass

occupation) in inner city neighbourhoods recentìy taken over by them is

one manifestation of this. Not surprising the strongest reactions have

occurred in Vancouver's West End and the area south of Bloor and east of

Yonge Street in downtown Toronto.

Planners attempting to remain faithful to the liberal version of

the new urbanism and the preservation of their advocacy role are

increasingly meeting resistance from their middle-class power base.

Planners interested in advocacy planning are therefore caught up in the

contradiction of trying to serve their middle class power base and, at

the same time, trying to realize the egalitarian vision of the new

urbanism. Again, in Toronto another example shows just how difficult
this is beeoming.

In Parkdaìe, a neighbourhood in the west End of Toronto, planners

have been forced to oppose the middle class neighbourhood association.

In their role as advocates for the retention of lower class living
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space, in the form of single room accomodation, has been given priority

over middle class concerns of conservation or the preservation and the

upgrading of the bujlt environment. Planners may even relax zon'ing and

building code restrictions to allow this, an unusual move since second

generation pìanners have traditisnal'ly opposed fewer restrictions because

they tended to serve capital and threatened the new middle class.

As the new middle classes turn from renters into home owners this

tenciency can be expecteci to continue. Even apartment ciistricts are not

irnmune, as condominium conversion now allows ownership rights in multiple

unit dwelf ings. This will not onìy affect the lower classes, lower

income fractions of the new middle class will also be adverseìy affected,

groups such as artist and students. The more tolerant and progressjve

elements of the new middle class will therefore be undermined as well as

the lower class population base which supports the advocate p'lanner. It
remains to be seen whether advocate planners can modify these discouraging

popu'latíon shifts and preserve enough of a progress'ive electoral base.

If Toronto and Vancouver are signposts the future may not be too bright.

Preservation and the production of low income housing units have proven

too costly for municipalities to handle, especia'lly with the withdrawal

of support by senior levels of government.

The Costs and Benefits of the New Urbanism: Can pl anners have thei r
cake and eat it too

The answer to this question is probab'ly not. Historic upgrading

and the renewed emphasis on street life are probably the most innovative

or, at least progressive, aspects of the new urbanism, so far as p'lanning

is concerned. Unfortunately, undue emphasis on the upgrading of pro-

perties has been the usual result. For the most part the spaces conserved
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or produced out of this ideology are high cost consumer spaces and

inevitably dispìacement occurs or some gentrifying homogenization results

because of rental pressures produced. Furthermore the people dìspìaced

tend to be forced out to outìying ìocations or suburban communities. In

terms of time, transportation costs and accessibility to centralized

services disp'lacement adds a heavy burden on to the shoulders of those

who can ìeast afford it.

Plannei"s have ai'uempterj io 'reduee ihe soeiai cosis of this upgraciing

by intervening in the market place, exacting concessions from developers

in order to counter the negat'ive externalities produced. Attempts have

been madeto set aside land and to construct homes for low income urbanites

in Toronto and Vancouver. But, as stated before, the cost has been too

high and the amount of money available too low to make any appreciab'le

difference. Market pressures have simply been too strong for planners to

counter in any meaningful way. Intervention came too late. In Winnipeg,

however, there is more room for hope. upgrad'ing has onìy¡lust begun so

the cost of intervening in the land and housing market of the inner city
is not yet too high. The dilemma then is whether pìanners and politicians

are willing to slow down the upgrading of inner c'ity properties in the

short run, so that a more balanced population in the inner city be main-

tained. It is a hard choice. In cities like winnipeg, where middle

class investment has been slow in coming, planners and politicians may

be loath to do anything which will impede this investment for the sake

of a better class balance and a fairer distribution of the positive

features of the new urbanism.
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Free lli ì I or Pre-Determi nati on : Two direction for urban renewaì by the
new middle class

ltlinnipeg and Toronto (Vancouver as well) provide two examples of how

the inner city has been transformed by the new middle class. First, the

hjinnipeg scenario involves a new coalition, one where the new middle class

more c]oseìy aìigns itself wjth the urban working class and the urban

underclass in the inner city. In þlinnipeg the lower classes in the inner

city have been shown to be every bit as powerful as the new middle class.
l^ f^^+ +L^:- 1^^l-.-^Ll* r^-- _----rrr rqLL Lrrerr reduer'5rl lp ncrs proven I,O De m0fe ellectlVe than any the neW

middle class has mustered so far. If the new middle class is going to

successfulìy launch íts vision of the city it wi'lt need the assistance

of the urban lower classes. Even if the alliance is only one of con-

venience, the organizing power of the lower classes in hlinnipeg is ìikeìy
to ensure that this alliance will be no transitory affair, as it was in

Toronto and Vancouver. Here the class makeup and organjzation of the

inner city gives much more room for advocacy planning to flourish. The

evolution of events, with the establishment of the winnipeg core Area

Inítiative, for instance, certainly gives strong support to this conten-

tion. It has moved away from being a po'litical pork barrel to become a

program which has popu'list appeal to a broad array of groups from various

classes. Unlike Toronto or Vancouver the lower classes in Winnipeg have

had their imprint on the way the program and the way the Ínner city is
being developed as a result.

The second exampìe of middle class renewaì, the one applicable to

Toronto a.nd Vancouver, provides a scenario of renewal where the class

base is much narrower, rather than broader, more exc'lusive, rather than

inclusive, where, as a result, the space for advocate planners has
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shrunk, rather than expanded. The direction taken by class alliances

has also moved upwards, not downwards. After initial'ly allying with the

lower classes in Toronto and Vancouver ih. n.* middle class moved closer

to capital once it gained control of the local state. Thjs movement is

increasingly forcing planners to act as agents of the new middle class

rather than as advocates. Capital, having compromised with the new

middle class sensibility, is no'longer the evil force which once threatened

the vision of the city that planners and the new middle class have. Over

time capital has become a partner with the new middle class (even in

['Jinnipeg, as witness North Portage, in reshaping the built environment).

Meanwhile the lower classes have been alienated. Now they are a barrier

to further investment by the middle class, not the allies the new mjddle

class once united with to preserve inner city space from the ravages of
'large scaìe development sponsored by capita'l .

Hence the future of the advocate planner in the inner cities of

Toronto and Vancouver does not look too rosy. Aìthough the fight to

make the inner city a more liveable environment seems to have been won,

the question of for whom comes increasingìy to the forefront. Some

erstwh'ile reformers, such as John Seweì.l, have stated that a new progre-

ssive alliance will take up where the old progressive reform movement

left off. 0n1y, it was stated (in the Globe and Mail, January 4, 1985),

the new centre would revolve around broad social issues, issues relat'ing

less to the city per se than social probìems pertain'ing to society as a

whole. Tacitly, in a way, this can be interpreted as a confession by

reformers that the battle for space in the inner cìty has been lost by

low income groups and that it is time to regroup around a new focus

where there is better chance for success. In this new situation there
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is little room for advocacy planning as the planning domain is funda-

mentalìy a spatial one and one, which, for the most part, has taken place

at the civic level.,These new struggìes are not focussed around c'ity

government, they are centred around the'provinces and the federal

government. In turn they are a-spatiaf in emphas'is and so beyond the

range of most city plann'ing practices, so far as profess'ional act'ivity is

concerned. The onìy effectìve roles left to planners in these circum-

stances w'ill be that of bureaucrat or agent of the new middle class.

In IlJinnipeg, because of the way class alliances are shifting a

strong role for the advocate p'lanner is still a poss'ibility. Again the

agenda for planners brings us full circle, back to the issue of economic

base and the class structure of the inner city. Both these factors

strongìy circumscribe what the chances for reviving our inner cities

are and the role planners will pìay in this. This does not mean that

cities and planners are the helpless victjms of trends. There are still

choices, but these choices come at a price. For the city the price'is

the hjgh economic cost of altering a pattern of development once it is

established. For the pìanner it is a matter of will and-sácrifice.
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